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Abstract

Testing concurrent systems is notoriously difficult due to problems with

non-determinism and synchronisation. Sequential programs are deter-

ministic in nature. That is, for each input to a sequential program, the

same path is executed every time. This is not the case for concurrent pro-

grams. Concurrent programs may have many interleavings of concurrent

events giving rise to many combinations of execution paths.

This thesis examines the problems of testing concurrent software compo-

nents developed in an object-oriented programming language, specifically

Java, and how they can be solved. A software component is taken to be

a unit of composition accessed via a call-based interface consisting of one

or more classes. Focusing on components means that we test the com-

ponents for many potential uses of the components. In particular, since

we are interested in concurrency issues, we always assume that the com-

ponents may be accessed by multiple threads. However, the component

focus does reduce complexity. For example, the issues of integration and

system testing will not be considered in this thesis.

First, a technique and tool support for testing concurrent Java compo-

nents are presented. The technique is an extension of Brinch Hansen’s

method for testing Concurrent Pascal monitors. Tool support is provided

in the form of ConAn (Concurrency Analyser), which generates Java test

drivers from test scripts. ConAn allows the tester to specify a sequence

of component method calls and the order in which those calls should be

made. The tool provides controllability by executing the calls in the or-

der specified in the test script and provides support for output checking,

including the completion time of the method calls. The technique and

tool are illustrated in detail on an asymmetric producer-consumer mon-

itor. Their application to testing over twenty concurrent components, a

number of which are sourced from industry and were found to contain

faults, is presented and discussed.

To determine the effectiveness of ConAn at detecting concurrency prob-

lems, a Petri Net model of Java concurrency is introduced. The model



is used to identify failures in concurrent components. To analyse the

model, a safety/hazard analysis approach is used in which the conditions

leading to transition deviations are investigated. This leads to a classifi-

cation of concurrency failures that apply to concurrent Java components

irrespective of their use in a particular application.

Finally, a new method for systematically verifying concurrent compo-

nents is derived based on the analysis of concurrency failures. The

method, CrOM (Concurrency Observation Method), incorporates Con-

An, in addition to static analysis tools and techniques (for cases in which

they provide better detection capability for some types of failures). The

method aims to use tools that can be incorporated into automated build

systems and are easy to apply in practice. It is presented in such a way

as to provide developers and testers (including those in industry) with a

reproducible, systematic approach to verifying concurrent components.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Contributions

A concurrent program specifies two or more processes that cooperate in

performing a task [2]. The testing of concurrent programs is difficult due

to the inherent non-determinism in these programs. That is, if a concur-

rent program is run twice with the same test input, it is not guaranteed

to return the same output both times. This is because some event or-

derings may vary between executions. This non-determinism causes two

significant test automation problems: (1) it may be hard to force the ex-

ecution of a given program path and (2) it may be difficult to automate

the checking of test outputs.

Unit testing of sequential programs is becoming an increasingly popu-

lar approach for assisting the development of high-quality software. In

particular, extreme programming and other agile development methods

advocate a strict approach to unit testing as part of the software devel-

opment process [10, 81]. Whilst unit testing tools exist for sequential

programs, there are currently very few methods and tools for the sys-

tematic unit testing of concurrent software components.

This thesis makes the following contributions:

• An improved method and new tool support (ConAn) for concurrent

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

component testing in Java.

• A classification of concurrency failures based on a novel Petri Net

model of Java concurrency.

• A new method (CrOM) for verifying concurrent Java components.

Method and Tool Support (ConAn)

A method for testing monitors proposed by Brinch Hansen [13] is ex-

tended to encompass concurrent Java components [93]. Following Szyper-

ski [128], a software component is taken to be a unit of composition with

contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies. Such

a component is likely to come to life through objects and therefore would

normally consist of one or more classes, each class confined to a single

component.

By concentrating on components there is no need to be concerned with

the number of threads that are executing in the entire system, because it

is assumed the component can be accessed by any number of threads at a

time. That is, the component is tested under the assumption of multiple

thread access.

The original method of Brinch Hansen consists of four steps:

1. For each monitor operation, the tester identifies a set of precon-

ditions that will cause each branch (such as those occurring in an

if-then-else) of the operation to be executed at least once.

2. The tester constructs a sequence of monitor calls that will exercise

each operation under each of its preconditions.

3. The tester constructs a set of test processes that will execute the

monitor calls as defined in the previous step. These processes are

scheduled by means of a clock used for testing only.

4. The test program is executed and its output is compared with the

predicted output.
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The original method only applied to Concurrent Pascal monitors. A

monitor encapsulates data and the procedures that operate upon them

[11]. A monitor not only protects internal data from unrestricted access

but also synchronises calls to the interface procedures. This ensures that

only one thread may be active inside a monitor at a time, giving each

thread mutually exclusive access to the encapsulated data. In earlier

work [57], the method was extended in the area of identifying precondi-

tions that are more suitable for Java monitors. The method presented

in this thesis reduces Brinch Hansen’s original method to three steps,

extends output checking to include the time that calls complete, and

provides tool support.

Tool support is provided for testing concurrent Java components using

ConAn (Concurrency Analyser) [92, 93], which automates the third step

in the method above. ConAn uses a clock that defines an abstract notion

of time to provide the necessary synchronisation for adequate controlla-

bility of the order of execution. By using an external clock to synchronise

the calls to the monitor, interaction of the test processes can be controlled

(without changing the code under test) and thus it is guaranteed that

the selected preconditions are exercised. With ConAn, the tester speci-

fies the sequence of calls and the threads that will be used to make those

calls. From this information, ConAn generates a test driver that controls

the synchronisation of the threads through a clock and that compares the

outputs against the expected outputs specified in the test sequence, in-

cluding the time at which each call should complete. Without the ability

to check completion times, threads that wake up and continue processing

at incorrect times cannot be detected. The generated driver also detects

when a thread in a test sequence is suspended indefinitely.

By extending the techniques and tools for testing sequential Java com-

ponents and by automating the steps in the preparation and execution

of testing concurrent components, ConAn can be used by software de-

velopers and testers in industry without the need for special training or

advanced theoretical concepts. The practicality of the resulting approach

is demonstrated by discussing its application to the testing of over 20 con-
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current components, sourced from textbooks, student assignments, and

industry.

Classification of Failures Based on a Model of Java Concurrency

It is clear that ConAn adds value to existing techniques for testing con-

current components, however, it is not immediately evident which con-

currency failures ConAn can detect. To address this, a Petri Net model

of Java concurrency is introduced to identify important transitions (syn-

chronisation points) in concurrent Java components [96]. Transition fail-

ures (i.e. single points of failure) can then be analysed in turn.

Following techniques of hazard/safety analysis, failure conditions are

identified for each of the transitions. This approach is taken for com-

pleteness, to ensure all failures are identified and classified. By using a

HAZOP style of analysis [14], each transition and two possible deviations,

1) failure to fire the transition, and 2) erroneous firing of the transition,

are analysed. The correct transition firings plus the two deviations form

a complete set of transition firings. Each transition is described with

respect to the Java programming language and tools and techniques to

detect deviations in the transitions are discussed.

Complexity of the analysis is significantly reduced by focusing on con-

current components rather than entire systems.

Method for Verifying Concurrent Java Components (CrOM)

The analysis reveals that different tools are good at detecting differ-

ent failures, hence, by combining these existing and new static and dy-

namic analysis tools and techniques, a new method for verifying concur-

rent Java components is proposed [91]. The aim of the method, CrOM

(Concurrency Observation Method), is to provide an approach to testing

concurrent Java components that is easy to use, reproducible, scalable

and can be applied in industry by testers with little or no formal training

in the theory upon which the tools and techniques are based. Although
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in practice it would be expected that users modify CrOM to suit their

experience and application domain, a generic version of the method is

presented as rigorously as possible.

CrOM is explored by applying it to an implementation of the well-known

readers-writers problem and a number of variants (or mutants) of that

implementation. The mutants originated from a number of different

sources: some were created to model typical (source-code) faults that

programmers make, some were created to exercise specific concurrency

(runtime) failures, and others were obtained from exam questions on a

course on concurrency.

By combining the tools and techniques our exploration leads to the con-

clusion that CrOM provides an increased level of confidence that a com-

ponent is free from failure (compared with applying only an individual

tool or technique).

1.2 Concurrency Issues

Concurrent programs have multiple threads of control. An execution of

a concurrent program can be viewed as an interleaving of the atomic

actions executed by individual threads. Synchronisation of threads is

required to prevent undesirable statement interleavings. This is achieved

by combining individual atomic actions into indivisible composite actions

or by delaying process execution until the program state satisfies some

condition. The first form of synchronisation is called mutual exclusion

and the second form is called condition synchronisation.

1.2.1 Mutual Exclusion

Mutual exclusion prevents two processes simultaneously accessing a se-

quence of statements that use some shared resource. Such a sequence

of statements is termed a critical section. Mutual exclusion does not

prescribe which thread executes the critical section first, it only specifies
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Pre_Protocol;

Critical_Section;

Post_Protocol;

Figure 1.1: General form of mutual exclusion solution

that if two threads attempt to access the critical section at the same time,

then only one thread is allowed to do so. In fact, no other threads can ac-

cess the critical section whilst a thread is executing any statement within

the critical section. Any threads wanting to enter are blocked (prior to

the first statement of the critical section) until the thread accessing the

critical section has finished executing the last statement within it.

Figure 1.1 shows the general form of a mutual exclusion solution [11].

Instructions from the critical sections of two or more processes must not

be interleaved. The solution requires additional instructions that are to

be executed by a process wishing to enter or leave its critical section: the

pre-protocol and post-protocol, respectively.

Any mutual exclusion approach should have entry and exit protocols that

satisfy the following four properties [2]:

1. Mutual Exclusion. At most one process at a time is executing its

critical section.

2. Absence of Deadlock. If two or more processes are trying to enter

their critical sections, at least one will succeed.

3. Absence of Unnecessary Delay. If a process is trying to enter its crit-

ical section and the other processes are executing their non-critical

sections or have terminated, the first process is not prevented from

entering its critical section.

4. Eventual Entry. A process that is attempting to enter its critical

section will eventually succeed.

Specific implementations for providing mutual exclusion are discussed in

more detail below, in Section 1.3.
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1.2.2 Condition Synchronisation

Process synchronisation is a mechanism for providing communication be-

tween threads in a multi-threaded environment. Condition synchronisa-

tion is process synchronisation that usually consists of a thread signalling

another thread (or threads) because some condition has been satisfied.

For example, a consumer thread should suspend if it tries to retrieve a

character from an empty buffer. When a producer thread populates the

buffer, it should signal the consumer because a character is now available.

Programming languages supporting concurrency provide the programmer

with mechanisms for condition synchronisation.

Although mutual exclusion can be modelled using condition synchroni-

sation, most programming languages simplify concurrent programming

by providing mutual exclusion implicitly to preclude interference. By

contrast, condition synchronisation must be explicitly programmed since

different programs require different synchronisation conditions.

Specific implementations for providing condition synchronisation and

mutual exclusion are discussed in the next section.

1.3 Concurrency Mechanisms

Two common approaches to address mutual exclusion and condition syn-

chronisation are semaphores and monitors. Conditional critical sections

are also discussed because they were a stepping-stone from semaphores

to monitors.

1.3.1 Semaphores

Prior to the introduction of semaphores, processes requesting entry to a

critical section used techniques such as busy-waiting. The semaphore [33]

was introduced to provide a synchronisation primitive to avoid the use

of the busy-waiting technique. A semaphore is an integer-valued variable
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that can take only non-negative values. Two operations are defined on a

semaphore S:

• P(S): If S > 0 then decrement S otherwise suspend the execution

of the process.

• V(S): If there are processes suspended on this semaphore, wake one

of them up otherwise increment S.

The operations P and V are atomic instructions. Similar to the notify

method in Java, the definition of V does not specify which process will

be awakened.

To satisfy mutual exclusion, a programmer must remember to make a

call to wait (P) on entry to a critical section and signal (V) a process at

the end of a critical section. The placement of the wait (P) and signal (V)

calls define the code accessible under mutual exclusion (i.e. the critical

section).

In addition to mutual exclusion, semaphores can be used for condition

synchronisation simply by waiting or signalling (as required) on specific

conditions. Semaphores use the same concurrency constructs to support

mutual exclusion and condition synchronisation because they are both

achieved through the use of appropriate process synchronisation.

1.3.2 Conditional Critical Sections

Although semaphores are a fundamental synchronisation mechanism that

can be used to solve many synchronisation problems, their use can be-

come complex in all but the simplest synchronisation scenarios. In some

cases, solving a condition synchronisation problem may require the use

of several semaphores and additional variables in a relatively complex

protocol. Also, using the same mechanisms for mutual exclusion and

condition synchronisation can make it difficult to identify the purpose of

each semaphore. Since mutual exclusion and condition synchronisation
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are distinct concepts, they should ideally be programmed in different

ways.

Conditional Critical Regions (CCRs) [12] provide a structured notation

for specifying synchronisation. Shared variables that require mutually

exclusive access are declared together in resources. Mutual exclusion is

provided by guaranteeing that execution of region statements that name

the resource are not interleaved. Condition synchronisation is provided

by boolean conditions in region statements.

Unlike semaphores, mutual exclusion is implicit, and condition synchro-

nisation is programmed explicitly. This makes CCRs easier to use than

semaphores. However, CCRs are relatively inefficient to implement be-

cause delay conditions in region statements have to be re-evaluated either

every time a shared variable changes or every time the process scheduler

needs to decide whether some blocked process can now execute. Hence,

CCRs have not been used as widely as other mechanisms. Nevertheless,

CCRs were an important development in concurrent programming be-

cause they simplified programming by providing structured statements

for mutual exclusion, and they introduced boolean synchronisation con-

ditions, which have subsequently been implemented in many languages.

CCRs led to the development of monitors, which are discussed in the

next section.

1.3.3 Monitors

Monitors [65] provide a structured concurrent programming primitive

that encapsulates items of data and the procedures that operate upon

them in a single module. Only one process may execute the monitor

procedures at a time. Hence, each procedure is a critical section. Only

one procedure in the monitor can be executed at a time, and by only one

thread at a time. Hence, mutual exclusion is satisfied by the definition

of monitors.

Process synchronisation is provided through the use of Wait and Signal

primitives. Condition variables are often used with process synchronisa-
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tion. This approach means that when a process is suspended, it is placed

on a queue which is associated with a condition variable.

For example, in a typical language that supports monitors, a condi-

tion variable C may support three operations: Wait(C), Signal(C), and

Non Empty(C) [11].

• The Wait operation allows a process to suspend itself until condi-

tion C occurs. The process is suspended on a queue associated with

C. In addition, the mutual exclusion on the monitor is released.

• The Signal operation signals that condition C has occurred, thus

wakes threads suspended on the queue associated with C.

• The Non Empty operation returns true if the queue for C is non-

empty.

Unlike semaphores, no integer values are involved. Once Wait is called,

the process is suspended and when Signal is called, the process waiting

on the condition variable wakes up. Signalling may be either preemptive

or non-preemptive. Non-preemptive signalling means that the signalling

process continues executing the monitor procedure, that is, another pro-

cess is not given access to the monitor until the signaller waits or finishes

executing the monitor procedure. This is termed signal and continue,

and is the approach used in Java. Preemptive signalling means the sig-

nalling process suspends, releases the mutual exclusion on the monitor,

and the awakened process is the next process to execute in the monitor.

Three options are available for the preemptive signalling process [2]:

1. Signal and exit1. The signalling process is forced to exit the mon-

itor. This approach has been taken in the language Concurrent

Pascal.

2. Signal and wait. The signalling process is forced to wait until the

awakened process has released the monitor, and must reacquire

1Also known as ‘signal and return’.
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exclusive access to the monitor. This approach has been taken in

Modula and Concurrent Euclid.

3. Signal and urgent wait. The signalling process is forced to wait until

the awakened process has released the monitor, and is guaranteed

to be the next process to access the monitor before any new calls to

the monitor procedures. This approach has been taken in Pascal-

Plus.

Conceptually, mutual exclusion mechanisms employ an additional type

of process synchronisation approach called automatic signalling. The

waiting and signalling is implicit since it is handled by the underlying

run-time system (or virtual machine).

1.4 Concurrency in Java

Although Java concurrency has some similarities to concurrency in the

languages Mesa [105], Turing Plus [73], and the UNIX operating system

[5], there are some important differences. One of the main factors af-

fecting the design of Java concurrency is that Java is an object-oriented

language. Concurrency in Java is object-centric, whereas other languages

use condition variables and monitors. Java does not have or make use

of condition variables, and it provides monitor-like mutual exclusion via

synchronised blocks.

Whilst synchronised blocks free the programmer from dealing with low-

level constructs for meeting mutual exclusion requirements, encapsula-

tion of variables remains in the control of the programmer. A Java class

can consist of a mix of synchronised and unsynchronised methods. Java

supports process synchronisation through synchronisation primitives that

suspend or notify a thread as required.

Note that the methods suspend, resume and stop are not discussed

because they are deprecated and their use is discouraged [79]. More

detail on Java concurrency can be found in [52, 56, 89, 109].
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1.4.1 Mutual Exclusion in Java

In the Java programming language [52, 53], mutual exclusion is achieved

by a thread locking an object on entry to a synchronised block. Two

threads cannot lock the same object at the same time, thus providing

mutually exclusive access. The following examples illustrate how to use

the mutual exclusion mechanisms in Java. In Java, there are two ways

of locking an object.

1. Explicitly call a synchronised block.

synchronized (anObject) {

...

}

The Java code above, locks the object anObject. The lock is re-

leased when the executing code leaves the synchronised block. If an-

other thread is already executing code within a synchronised block

holding the anObject lock, the requesting thread will be blocked

until the thread holding the lock leaves its synchronised block.

2. Synchronise a method.

public synchronized void aMethod() {

...

}

The Java code above, which synchronises a method, is the same as

locking the this object in a synchronised block. Hence, the following

code provides identical behaviour.

public void aMethod() {

synchronized (this) {

...

}

}
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A thread can lock more than one object. For example, the thread execut-

ing the following Java code locks the two objects object1 and object2.

Both locks are held whilst in the inner-most synchronised block. As each

block is exited, the associated lock is released.

synchronized (object1) {

...

synchronized (object2) {

...

}

}

If the two objects are the same (i.e. object1 and object2 refer to the

same instance), there is no need to reacquire the object lock. An object

lock is acquired on entry to the first block, and when it leaves that block,

the lock is released. The lock does not need to be acquired again on any

contained (inner-most) blocks because it is already held. This situation

also applies to recursive calls, since the lock being acquired on each call

is the same.

When a thread executing within a synchronised block calls a method

outside the block, it is said to have made a nested call [2, page 315].

Nested calls can be classified as either open or closed. An open call

means that the thread releases the object lock when a nested call is made,

and reacquires the lock when the call returns. Alternatively, a closed

call allows the thread to retain the object lock whilst calling external

methods. In Java, all nested calls are closed calls.

A discussion of how Java satisfies (or fails to satisfy) each of the properties

of mutual exclusion (see Section 1.2.1), follows.

Using a synchronized block or method provides mutually exclusive ac-

cess to the code contained within that block or method. Property 1

(mutual exclusion) is satisfied by the definition of a synchronised block

in Java.

If multiple threads request access to a critical section, at least one will

succeed. The Java language specification guarantees this property holds,
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but does not specify a policy for selecting the order of access. A thread

that cannot access a synchronised block because the object is locked

by another thread is blocked. However, property 2 (absence of deadlock)

still holds because at least one process will succeed in entering the critical

section. There are ways in which threads can deadlock in Java, but that

will be discussed in a later section (see Section 1.6.2).

The only way for property 3 (absence of unnecessary delay) to be violated

in Java is for the underlying scheduler, managed by the Java Virtual

Machine (JVM) [90], to never give a time-slice to the thread requesting

entry to the critical section. This would be highly improbable for the

implementation of any scheduler in any language. There is no other

reason for entry to be denied, thus it is reasonable to conclude that

property 3 holds practically, but not theoretically.

There is no guarantee that property 4 (eventual entry) will hold in Java,

since selection of threads by the JVM for entry to a synchronised block is

arbitrary. However, it would be very unlikely for a thread to be starved

by the scheduler in this way, although more likely than the scheduling

issue mentioned in property 3 (because in this case, the scheduler can

give a thread a time slice but if it has not been granted access, it can do

nothing). Implementations of primitives to provide mutual exclusion in

other languages (such as protected units in Ada) get around this problem

by queueing requests to enter the critical section. In Java, although

a particular implementation of the JVM may implement requests as a

queue, the specification does not dictate such a behaviour. The Java

scheduler is not required to be fair, that is, locks are not necessarily

served to blocked threads in a first-in first-out (FIFO) manner. Thus,

like property 3, this property is likely to hold in practice, but theoretically

it is not guaranteed to do so.

1.4.2 Process Synchronisation in Java

Process synchronisation primitives are used to suspend or wake up threads

as required. Note that process synchronisation is not provided by way
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of the synchronized keyword. The keyword is used to provide mutual

exclusion, whereas, process synchronisation involves the coordination of

interacting threads. Java thread synchronisation is provided through the

primitives wait, notify, notifyAll, and join.

Thread suspension

In Java, threads are suspended by calling the wait method. This causes

the lock on the object to be released, allowing other threads to obtain a

lock on the object. Suspended threads remain dormant in the object’s

wait set until woken by an object notification (notify or notifyAll).

An object notification occurs when a thread notifies an object. A call to

notify notifies one thread waiting on the object. A call to notifyAll

notifies all threads waiting on the object.

A timed wait takes as its argument the number of milliseconds to wait

until the thread continues. A thread that has called a timed wait will

continue if either the number of milliseconds has expired, or it is notified

by another thread.

Thread notification

A thread calling notify will cause the run-time scheduler, managed by

the JVM, to arbitrarily select a thread in the object’s wait set to be

notified. The selected thread will wake up and then attempt to regain

the object lock for re-entry to the synchronised block at the statement

immediately after the call to wait. The notifyAll method notifies all

threads waiting on the object.

Threads woken by Java’s notify primitive are not immediately scheduled

for execution after the notification instruction. The absence of the im-

mediate resumption requirement complicates the programming and ver-

ification of software that uses Java monitors. Without the immediate

resumption requirement, if the execution of any instructions is allowed

between the notification and the time that the awakened process is al-

lowed to continue, one would have to verify that any synchronisation
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condition continues to hold. Java does not guarantee the immediate re-

sumption requirement, hence, calls to wait are normally contained within

a while-loop (rather than an if-statement).

The notify and notifyAll calls are non-preemptive since the notifying

thread continues executing. In addition, the object lock is not released

and another thread is not given control of the object lock until the notifier

waits or returns. As discussed earlier, this kind of explicit notification

discipline is called signal and continue [2]. If the wait set for the object

is empty (no thread is waiting on the object), notification has no effect

and the thread notifying the object simply continues executing. Making

a call to wait on, or notify, an object when a lock is not held on the

object causes a runtime exception to be raised.

Waiting for other threads to terminate

A call to join suspends the calling thread until the target thread com-

pletes. In the example below, the thread executing waitForAThread

creates a thread and waits for it to complete by using the statement

aThread.join(). In this case the target thread is aThread.

public void waitForAThread() throws InterruptedException {

Thread aThread = new Thread(); // create a thread object

aThread.start(); // start the thread (i.e. set it running)

aThread.join(); // wait for the thread, aThread, to finish

}

A timed join takes as an argument the number of milliseconds to wait

until the calling thread continues. The calling thread will continue if

either the number of milliseconds has expired, or the target thread ter-

minates.

Thread interrupt

The interrupt call causes a wait or join to abort with an Interrupted-

Exception. Both wait and join are required to be surrounded by a try-

catch block in case the exception is thrown, or alternatively, contained

within a method that is defined as throwing the exception.
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1.5 Producer-Consumer Example

The ProducerConsumer class shown in Figure 1.2 implements a simple

producer-consumer monitor using a bounded buffer. This example is one

of the examples that will be used throughout the thesis.

The producer-consumer pattern is used frequently in concurrent systems

to co-ordinate the interaction of producers of data with the consumers

of that data. For example, a server process consumes requests that are

produced by client processes. The server needs to wait until a request

has been made before proceeding. Furthermore, the server can only

handle a certain number of requests at a time, so requests may need

to be queued. Two methods are usually associated with the producer-

consumer monitor, put and get.

The put method places an object into the buffer and the get method

retrieves an object from the buffer.

The monitor state is maintained through three variables: buf stores the

array of objects, size represents the maximum size of the object buffer,

and count is the current number of items in the buffer and is also used

as the offset into the buffer. The constructor takes a parameter that

specifies the size of the buffer.

The synchronized keyword in the declaration of the put and get meth-

ods specifies that these methods must be executed under mutual exclu-

sion, that is, only one thread can be active inside one of these methods at

any time. Thus, if thread T1 attempts to execute a synchronised method

in an object while T2 is active in the same object, T1 will be suspended.

The wait operation is used to block a consumer thread when there are

no objects in the buffer, and a producer thread when the buffer is full.

It suspends the thread that executed the call and releases the synchro-

nisation lock on the monitor. The notifyAll operation wakes up all

suspended threads, although only one thread at a time will be allowed

to access the monitor.
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public class ProducerConsumer {

protected Object[] buf;

protected int count = 0;

protected int size;

public ProducerConsumer(int size) {

this.size = size;

buf = new Object[size];

}

public synchronized void put(Object o)

throws InterruptedException {

while (count == size) wait();

buf[count] = o;

++count;

notifyAll();

}

public synchronized Object get()

throws InterruptedException {

while (count == 0) wait();

--count;

Object o = buf[count];

buf[count] = null;

notifyAll();

return (o);

}

}

Figure 1.2: Producer-consumer monitor
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1.6 Common Concurrency Problems

Many interesting properties of concurrent programs can be formulated

in terms of two kinds of properties: safety and liveness. A safety prop-

erty must always be true and asserts that nothing bad happens during

execution. A liveness property must eventually be true and asserts that

something good eventually happens. The property that the final state

of a program is correct, and the liveness property that the program ter-

minates are equally important to sequential and concurrent programs.

However, there are additional interesting safety and liveness properties

that apply to concurrent programs.

Two important safety properties are mutual exclusion and absence of

deadlock. Violation of the mutual exclusion property may result in in-

terference. Violation of the absence of deadlock property means some

processes will be waiting on conditions that will never occur. An im-

portant liveness property is absence of starvation. If a process requests

entry to a critical section, entry should eventually be granted. Six broadly

defined, commonly used, and sometimes confusing, categories of concur-

rency problems are discussed below. These will be related to problems

in Java and, later in the thesis, to the proposed concurrency model.

1.6.1 Interference

Between June 1985 and January 1987, a computerised radiation ther-

apy machine called Therac-25 caused several accidents involving massive

overdoses resulting in deaths and serious injuries. Interference between

different concurrent activities in the control program produced erroneous

control outputs that played a significant part in these accidents [99]. In-

terference is also known as a data race or race condition. Interference

occurs when two or more concurrent threads access a shared variable

and when at least one access is a write, and the threads use no explicit

mechanism to prevent the access from being simultaneous [123]. Specifi-

cally, under the assumption of multiple thread access, a potential inter-
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ference problem exists in Java if a shared variable is written to and at

least one access (either read or write) is not protected by a synchronised

block. Obviously, if all accesses are reads, there is no need to synchronise

access.

If a program has potential interference, then the effect of the conflict-

ing access to the shared variable will depend on the interleaving of the

threads. The solution to this problem is to ensure all shared variables are

contained within synchronised blocks and those blocks are synchronised

on the same object instance.

Assume the methods of the producer-consumer example (Figure 1.2) are

not synchronised. Also, assume there is already one item in the buffer.

Two consumer threads, C1 and C2, access the getmethod simultaneously.

Since there is no restriction to the number of threads executing get, they

both enter the method. They both check to see that there is an item

available and decrement count. They both try to retrieve the item. One

of the threads will succeed in retrieving the item, the other thread will

either throw an ArrayOutOfBoundsException because its value of count

is -1, or return null if the value of count had not been read from an

updated shared memory (i.e. still 0).

Reassignment of variables used to lock objects is dangerous because the

instance of the referenced object changes. Any thread waiting to access

the synchronised block may enter, once a lock has been reassigned, even

though another thread is already in the critical section.

1.6.2 Deadlock

Programming mistakes made in NASA’s Remote Agent spacecraft con-

trol system resulted in a deadlock during flight in space, 60,000 miles

from earth, causing the ground crew to put the spacecraft on standby.

Fortunately, the ground crew located the error using data from the space-

craft [61]. A system which cannot respond to any signal or request is

deadlocked [11]. Although deadlock is often used to describe various sit-

uations of non-progression, in this thesis, the definition of deadlock is
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confined to threads failing to acquire locks for mutual exclusion, and in-

cludes any thread requiring a lock that another thread holds, including a

thread requiring a lock held by a starved (see Section 1.6.4) or dormant

(see Section 1.6.5) thread.

A special form of deadlock called deadly embrace [43] occurs when two or

more processes are unable to proceed because each is waiting for one of

the others to do something in a deadlock cycle. For example, this occurs

when a thread holds a lock that another thread desires and vice-versa.

Coffman et al. [26] identify four necessary and sufficient conditions for

the occurrence of this form of deadlock:

• Serially reusable resources: the processes involved share resources

that they use under mutual exclusion.

• Incremental acquisition: processes hold on to resources already al-

located to them while waiting to acquire additional resources.

• No preemption: once acquired by a process, resources cannot be

preempted (forcibly withdrawn) but are only released voluntarily.

• Wait-for cycle: a circular chain (or cycle) of processes exists such

that each process holds a resource which its successor in the cycle

is waiting to acquire.

Figure 1.3 illustrates a class that may cause deadlock if accessed by mul-

tiple threads. Assume two threads, A and B, try to access an instance of

the class simultaneously. Thread A is executing increment and thread

B is executing decrement. At the points shown in the class marked by

an asterisk, they each hold a lock that the other desires. There is no way

out of this deadly embrace.

1.6.3 Livelock

Livelock is similar to deadlock in that the program does not make progress.

However, in a deadlocked computation there is no possible execution
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class UnsafeClass {

public int sharedVar;

private Object lock1, lock2;

public void increment() {

synchronized(lock1) {

// Thread A is here (*)

synchronized(lock2) {

sharedVar++;

}

}

}

public void decrement() {

synchronized(lock2) {

// Thread B is here (*)

synchronized(lock1) {

sharedVar--;

}

}

}

}

Figure 1.3: A class with potential deadlock
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sequence that succeeds, whereas in a livelocked computation there are

successful computations, but there are also one or more execution se-

quences in which no threads make progress [11]. This situation can arise

when two or more processes continuously change their state in response

to changes in the other process(es) without doing any useful work [43].

A human example of livelock would be two people who meet face-to-face

in a corridor and each moves aside to let the other pass, but they end

up swaying from side to side without making any progress because they

always move the same way at the same time.

1.6.4 Starvation

Starvation is related to contention. Contention is when two or more

processes compete for the same resource. Absence of starvation is a

liveness property that states that a program should eventually gain access

to a requested resource. Starvation can occur in three ways in Java:

1. When a thread tries to access a synchronised block, other threads

may be given priority by the JVM. Although it is unlikely that a

thread trying to enter a synchronised block will never succeed, it

could happen if two or more processes are always contending for

entry. This depends on the implementation of the JVM as it serves

locks to requesting threads. The Java specifications [53, 90] do not

enforce an order in which threads enter a synchronised block if two

or more are trying to do so.

2. A thread notifies an object but one of the waiting threads is never

notified, because other waiting threads are selected for notification

by the JVM.

3. A thread is woken by a call to notify or notifyAll, but another

thread accesses the critical section first, potentially causing the

woken thread to fail its re-entry condition causing it to wait again.

Sometimes fairness is used to ensure threads are not starved. To prevent

starvation as described in the first situation above, threads requesting
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entry to a synchronised block could be queued. This would guarantee

absence of starvation as threads would gain entry according to the order

of request. The same approach could be taken to ensure thread notifi-

cation in Java would be fair (second situation above). By specifying the

wait set to be a first-in first-out queue, and as long as there were suffi-

cient notifications, waiting threads could not be starved since they would

be guaranteed to be notified in the order they joined the wait queue. To

eliminate starvation as described in the third situation above, apart from

requiring a queue for waiting threads, Java would additionally need to

satisfy the immediate resumption requirement, which would give woken

threads priority over threads trying to enter the critical section for the

first time.

1.6.5 Dormancy

Another form of concurrency problem, termed dormancy, occurs when a

non-runnable thread fails to become runnable [89, page 57]. For exam-

ple, in Java, this occurs when a wait is never balanced by a notify or

notifyAll, or when a thread is waiting (via join) for a non-terminating

thread to finish.

This type of problem also occurs in synchronous message passing sys-

tems, including distributed systems. A process is blocked if it is at a

communication statement and no other process is at a matching state-

ment. Thus, every communication statement is a potential source of

permanent blocking. However, most of the time, blocking will only be

temporary as the first process to arrive at a communication statement

waits for another process to arrive at a matching statement. An example

is a program waiting for output from a server while the server is waiting

for more input from the controlling program before outputting anything.

This particular type of blocking is sometimes called a starvation deadlock,

though the term starvation is more properly used when contention is in-

volved for situations where a process can never run because it never gets

priority [43]. Dormancy is sometimes also described as starvation in the
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absence of contention. However, categorising dormancy separately con-

veniently leaves starvation as a problem dependent on thread scheduling

policies of particular JVMs.

1.6.6 Erroneous Process Synchronisation

Process synchronisation concerns the timing and coordination of com-

municating processes or threads. Threads suspended in the wait set that

wake up and continue executing at the wrong time can cause runtime

errors. For example, a thread trying to retrieve an item from an empty

buffer is required to suspend. If the thread is woken up and attempts to

retrieve an item (i.e. it incorrectly re-enters the monitor), an exception

such as IndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown.

In some cases, process synchronisation failures lead to liveness failures in

the form of dormant threads.

1.7 Thesis Overview

Chapter 1 introduces the contributions to research in concurrent test-

ing contained within this thesis, an overview of Java concurrency, and

common concurrency failures.

Chapter 2 examines related work on testing concurrent components. The

related work is partitioned into two broad techniques for verifying con-

current software: 1) static analysis and 2) dynamic analysis. Static anal-

ysis includes software inspection, automated program analysis, model

checking, and theorem proving. Dynamic analysis includes testing, and

monitoring and debugging. The last section in this chapter surveys tools

and techniques for testing software components.

Chapter 3 presents new tool support, through ConAn, for dynamic test-

ing of concurrent Java components. The tool is combined with an im-

proved method, based on Brinch Hansen’s work [13] on testing Concur-

rent Pascal, for testing concurrent Java components. With ConAn, the

tester specifies the sequence of calls and the threads that will be used to
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make those calls. From this information, ConAn generates a test driver

that controls the synchronisation of the threads through a clock. The test

driver compares the actual outputs against the expected outputs spec-

ified in the test sequence, including the time at which each call should

complete. The results of applying the method and tool to 20 concurrent

components sourced from academia and industry, some of which were

found to contain faults, are discussed.

Chapter 4 proposes a new model of Java concurrency. The model is gen-

eral enough to capture all multi-threaded components using Java syn-

chronised locks and can be analysed for transition failures. Petri Nets

[116] are used because they provide a convenient mechanism for mod-

elling the state of a thread along with the locking of objects. Subsequent

chapters use the model to derive a classification of concurrency failures

for Java components.

Chapter 5 details ways in which concurrency problems may arise from

deviations in the thread behaviour captured by the Petri Net model in-

troduced in Chapter 4. Following techniques of hazard/safety analysis,

failure conditions are identified for each of the transitions in the model.

This approach is taken for completeness, to ensure all failures are identi-

fied and classified. The correct transition firings plus the deviations form

a complete set of transition firings. The analysis provides a complete

set of failures that are applicable to any concurrent Java component, re-

lates the transition failures to the common concurrency problems from

Chapter 1, and discusses tools and techniques for detecting each failure.

Chapter 6 combines selected tools and techniques into a general method

for the verification of concurrent Java components. The method (CrOM)

includes both verification and testing tools because both are needed to

detect all failures as identified by the analysis in Chapter 5. CrOM is

practice-based in that the tools and techniques used in the method can

be used by software developers and testers in industry without the need

for special training or advanced theoretical concepts. CrOM is described

in such detail so that it can be applied repeatedly with consistent results.

The effectiveness of the method is explored by applying it to an imple-
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mentation of the well-known readers-writers problem and a number of

variants of the implementation.

1.8 Related Publications

Some of the work contained in this thesis was published as the thesis

developed. The published papers have been incorporated into the thesis,

and in this section the relationship between the published work and the

thesis is discussed.

The motivation to focus on concurrency testing was provided by research

into distributed systems testing [95]. That work involved a case study

on testing a commercial distributed middleware product. Testing the

concurrent operation of the software was one aspect of distributed sys-

tems testing and it was clear that further work in that area, particularly

relating to the Java programming language, would be interesting and

potentially useful. The Java language specification puts less restrictions

on the interaction and management of multiple threads. This allows

implementations of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to be more easily

developed across a range of hardware platforms. However, this flexibility

brings with it more non-determinism across implementations.

Tool support using ConAn and an improved method for the testing of

Java monitors was published in [92]. ConAn was further extended and

applied to testing concurrent Java components. This research was pub-

lished in [93] and is the subject of Chapter 3.

A model of Java concurrency was created to assist with the analysis and

classification of concurrency failures in Java. The Petri Net model of Java

concurrency, failure classification and analysis was published in [96]. The

Petri Net model of Java concurrency is the subject of Chapter 4 and the

classification of concurrency failures is detailed in Chapter 5.

The method for verifying concurrent Java components (CrOM) is de-

rived from the model and failure classification [97]. It was applied to a

number of mutant monitors to explore its effectiveness with respect to
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failure coverage. This research was published in [91] and is the subject

of Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Related Work

Research in the area of program analysis can be broadly classified into two

areas, namely static and dynamic analysis, both of which are discussed

in this chapter. A discussion of component testing appears later in the

chapter. Related work on models for Java concurrency are considered in

the discussion section of Chapter 4.

2.1 Static Analysis

Static analysis involves the analysis of a program without requiring exe-

cution. This includes software inspection, automated program analysis,

finite-state verification and model checking, and theorem proving.

2.1.1 Software Inspection

Software inspection [39, 49] was introduced as a solution to the high

cost of software testing. Code inspections are based on peer reviews by

small teams and have been widely used in industry with impressive re-

sults [39, 40, 49, 120]. Inspection of object-oriented programs may be

ineffective because of the highly delocalised nature of the code caused

by the use of inheritance and class libraries [35]. However, in concur-

rent Java programs, method synchronisation is usually achieved through

highly localised monitors. The greatest source of difficulty for the in-

29
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spection of concurrent Java programs is the large number of possible

interleavings of executing threads [23], which makes the number of po-

tential execution paths huge and contributes significantly to the state

space explosion problem. Hayardeny et al. [64] extend code inspection

techniques for concurrent and distributed programs by supporting the

selection of schedules and execution states to be reviewed.

The majority of reading techniques employed in inspection involve check-

lists. Checklists can be used to enhance the effectiveness of inspection

meetings. The author is not aware of any specific checklists for the in-

spection of concurrent software.

2.1.2 Automated Program Analysis

Several graphical notations for representing the behaviour of concurrent

programs have been proposed. The graphs are analysed to generate suit-

able test cases, to generate suitable synchronisation sequences for test-

ing, or to verify properties of the program. However, these techniques

all suffer from the state explosion problem: even for simple concurrent

programs, the resulting graphs are large and complex. In many cases,

this problem is compounded by a lack of tool support.

For example, Taylor et al. [130, 131] examine concurrency states. A

concurrency state summarises the control state of each of the concurrent

tasks at some point in an execution, including synchronisation informa-

tion, whilst omitting other information such as data values. Each con-

currency state shows the next synchronisation-related activity to occur

in each of the system’s tasks. Each state has zero or more successor

states. The list of states and their successor states represents the pos-

sible interactions that can occur across all executions of a system. A

concurrency history is defined as a sequence of concurrency states. A

concurrency state graph structure can be created from all possible con-

currency states. A concurrency history is then a sequence of states lying

on some path within the concurrency state graph. The graph of all

possible interactions can quickly lead to state space explosion as many
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concurrency histories exist. In addition, dynamic creation of tasks makes

it difficult to predict the state space. Due to these issues, some static

analysis techniques ignore dynamic task creation entirely.

Long and Clarke’s [98] method of static analysis requires the separation

of a program into task interaction graphs (TIGs). A task interaction

concurrency graph (TICG) is constructed from TIGs and represents the

possible interactions among the TIGs. However, the TICG shows all

concurrent states, including infeasible ones. Dealing with such infeasible

paths and with complex data structures are inherent limitations of data

flow analysis [98]. Demartini and Sisto [31] follow a similar approach

to arrive at a Java Reduced Control Flow Graph (JRCFG). Similarly,

other work on data flow analysis [106] uses a control flow graph (CFG)

to represent the flow of control in individual threads. The CFGs are

combined into a trace flow graph (TFG) by using the may immediately

precede (MIP) edges, which represent all possible interleavings among

pairs of nodes from different tasks. This creates a TFG that overapprox-

imates all the possible executions of a program. Feasibility constraints

are described using finite state automata to assist with the problem of

determining infeasible paths.

Katayama et al. [84, 85] use a similar method to Long and Clarke [98]

to identify the execution paths and interactions that may occur between

concurrent processes. Event graphs and event interaction graphs cor-

respond to TIGs and TICGs, respectively. Katayama’s focus is on the

generation of test cases from the graph representations.

Static analysis has been combined with other techniques, such as sym-

bolic execution [138], in an attempt to overcome some of these shortcom-

ings. Other static analysis approaches incorporate constructs such as

Petri Nets [19, 36]. For example, German and Sistla [48] use Petri Nets

for the verification of parameterised concurrent Java programs1. They

propose a verification method for infinite families of asynchronous CCS

[104] processes based on an encoding into Petri Nets. Safety properties

1Programs with an arbitrary number of processes.
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of Petri Nets can be checked algorithmically (for example, using Karp-

Miller’s coverability tree construction [83]). These approaches contrast

to those based on finite state abstractions of software programs [27, 28],

in that parameterised verification techniques can handle infinite state

abstract models (for example, unbounded Petri Nets [7, 48]).

Abstractions based on CCS and Petri Net models adopted for C pro-

grams in [7] are not powerful enough to obtain synchronisation skeletons

that naturally preserve the semantics of the concurrent primitives used

in a typical concurrent Java program. The main difficulty comes from

the presence of special Java primitives that provide for global synchroni-

sation of threads, namely the methods wait, notify and notifyAll, an

operational aspect that is difficult to model by rendezvous communica-

tion. Delzanno et al. [30] show that these connections can be formalised

using a special subclass of Ciardo’s Petri Nets [24], which they call Multi-

transfer Nets.

2.1.3 Model Checking

A model is a simplified representation of the real world. It includes only

those aspects of the real-world system relevant to the problem at hand.

Models of software are often based on finite state machines or call graphs

with well-defined mathematical properties [25, 103]. One of the chal-

lenges of model checking is constructing an accurate and sufficient model

from which to analyse desired properties [27]. Some model checkers in-

clude runtime analysis to provide an execution history of a program and

then perform static analysis on the execution history. By considering

an individual execution trace, the state space is reduced and errors in

the program that may not otherwise be found by dynamic analysis can

be checked by analysing the static trace information. The program trace

may have enough information such that potential errors are detected that

did not occur during the run that collected the information. Obviously,

paths that are not executed in a particular run of the program will not

appear in the execution history, so important information may be miss-
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ing making it unlikely that all potential errors will be detected. This

approach is taken by the Eraser algorithm [123] to detect potential data

races, and the LockTree [134] and GoodLock [60] algorithms to detect

potential deadlocks.

The Bandera toolset [27, 58] takes as input Java source code and a for-

malized software requirement, and generates a program model and spec-

ification in the input language of one of several existing model-checking

tools. At this point in time, effective use of Bandera requires knowledge

of temporal logic, explicit state model-checking, and abstract interpre-

tation. The Bandera Specification Language (BSL) allows the tester

to define assertions and temporal logic specifications, using Javadoc-like

comment notation, to check source code properties. Bandera incorpo-

rates the SPIN [74, 75] model checker into its toolset.

JPF [59, 134] combines model-checking techniques with techniques for

dealing with large or infinite spaces. JPF uses state compression to han-

dle complex states, and partial order reduction, abstraction, and runtime

analysis techniques to reduce state space. JPF runtime analysis uses

the Eraser [123] and GoodLock [60] algorithms as guides to the model

checker for detecting potential deadlocks and race conditions. JPF allows

predicate abstraction across classes by automatically translating a Java

program annotated by user-specified predicates to another Java program

that operates on the abstract predicates (using the Stanford Validity

Checker [133]). It has been used with Bandera to take advantage of pro-

gram slicing techniques. An earlier version of JPF converted Java source

code to Promela (the language of the model checker SPIN [74, 75]).

FSP [99] is an algebraic notation used to describe process models. FSP

comes from a family of notations including CSP [66] and CCS [104],

and is designed to be easily machine-readable. LTS (Labeled Transition

System) is a state-machine representation of an FSP process and can

be analysed using the LTSA model-checking tool [100]. LTSA supports

specification animation to facilitate interactive exploration of system be-

haviour. There is currently no tool support for extracting these models

from Java (or any other) programs.
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Jlint [3, 86] is a static program checker that is fast in execution and

requires no special tool knowledge to operate. Jlint attempts to find

bugs in Java programs by analysing Java byte-code. FindBugs [76, 77] is

a static analysis tool with similar goals to Jlint. Like Jlint, it is easy to use

and apply in practice. Analysis is restricted to fairly straightforward bug

patterns. Jlint and FindBugs are discussed in more detail in Chapters

5 and 6. Artho et al. [4] use a similar approach to the way FindBugs

detects inconsistent synchronisation. By investigating data races at a

higher level of abstraction (i.e. as a bug pattern), inconsistent uses of

shared variables can be detected.

2.1.4 Theorem Proving

Theorem proving is a technique used to formally prove properties about

specifications and refinements of specifications. Formal reasoning about

program correctness is often a complex and error-prone task, hence au-

tomation is necessary to provide a high degree of confidence in the cor-

rectness of the verification.

Several theorem provers (including Larch [54], Isabelle [113], and PVS

[111]) have been applied to the formal verification of concurrent programs

specified in the UNITY specification and proof environment [21, 51, 114,

115, 122].

ESC/Java [121] combines the approaches of static analysis and theorem

proving. ESC/Java is a programming tool that attempts to find common

run-time errors in Java programs by static analysis of the program text.

Users can control the amount and kinds of checking by annotating their

programs with specially formatted comments or pragmas. It uses the

Simplify theorem prover [32, 107].

2.2 Dynamic Analysis

The non-deterministic behaviour of concurrent programs presents prob-

lems for dynamically testing those programs. Sequential programs are
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deterministic in nature. That is, for each input to a sequential program,

the same path is executed every time. This is not the case for concur-

rent programs. Concurrent programs have many possible interleavings

of events causing many possible combinations of execution paths.

Non-determinism brings with it the problems of lack of reproducibility,

insufficient path coverage (not covering all feasible paths), and ineffi-

cient coverage (covering one or more paths many times). For example, a

commonly used testing approach called multiple execution testing, is to

execute a concurrent program many times. However, multiple executions

of the program may still leave some critical paths uncovered. Although

verification of concurrent programs by translating a formal specification

into code can add some level of confidence [20], dynamic testing tech-

niques execute the actual code under test, which may uncover errors in

translation. Dynamic analysis can be broadly classified into testing, and

monitoring and debugging.

2.2.1 Testing

Testing concurrent programs involves checking the behaviour of the pro-

gram as it executes. This involves comparing the observable (actual)

behaviour of the program during execution with its expected behaviour.

Hence, a limitation of the testing approach is that it can only detect fail-

ures in program paths that are actually executed. Testing tools follow

either implementation or language-based approaches. Implementation-

based approaches modify some or all components of the compiler or

run-time system [22, 87], do not require modification to the applica-

tion code but can introduce portability issues or even worse, run-time

faults. Language-based approaches do not use a modified run-time sys-

tem, therefore they have less portability issues, and development of fea-

sibility and sequence collection information is independent of the imple-

mentation of the language. However, language-based approaches that

instrument the code under test may have a probe effect [46].

Carver and Tai [16] apply a language-based approach to definition, col-
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lection, and feasibility problems of concurrent Ada programs. They col-

lect concurrency histories of running programs and determine whether

test sequences are feasible for a given input. They do not consider the

selection of sequences that are effective for error detection. Feasibility

of sequences is determined by transforming the original Ada program

into another program that detects feasibility issues given certain inputs.

Collection of sequences is similarly achieved by transforming the origi-

nal program into one that records concurrency history information. In

further work [18], they use a constraint-based approach to testing con-

current programs, which involves deriving a set of validity constraints

from a specification of the program, performing non-deterministic test-

ing, collecting the results to determine coverage and validity, generating

additional test sequences for paths that were not covered, and performing

deterministic testing 2 for those test sequences. These methods require a

specification, are hard to apply in practice due to a lack of tool support,

and require modification or transformation of the code under test. Sim-

ilar approaches utilizing program transformation techniques include the

design of a toolset for dynamic analysis of Java programs [9] and frame-

works and tools for testing concurrency in multi-threaded and distributed

systems [8, 15, 37].

Some dynamic analysis tools help to increase the chance of failure de-

tection. ConTest [37, 78] is a tool whose main aim is to find data races,

deadlocks and other intermittent bugs in multi-threaded Java programs.

It transforms a Java program into a program that should behave in the

same way as the original, but is more likely to exhibit concurrent bugs

such as race conditions and deadlocks. It works by instrumenting the

byte-code of the application with heuristically controlled conditional sleep

and yield instructions. RaceFinder [38] follows a similar approach but

focuses on interference failures. RaceFinder provides the tester with a

test control center from which variables can be manipulated to affect the

test run.

2Deterministic testing of concurrent programs requires forced execution of the
program according to an input test sequence.
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JUnit++ [50] extends the JUnit testing framework [47, 88] by provid-

ing a tester with the ability to execute multiple threads multiple times.

Traditional testing tools often include this type of extension to support

load testing, which, given sufficient output checking, has been known to

detect interference and deadlock. However, these extensions generally do

nothing to force specific failures.

In [13], Brinch Hansen presents a method for deterministic testing of

Concurrent Pascal monitors. He separates the construction from the

implementation of test cases, and makes the analysis of a concurrent

program similar to the analysis of a sequential program. The method

has the advantage that the monitor code under test is not required to

be modified to provide deterministic execution capabilities. Harvey and

Strooper [57] extended the method for Java to include loop coverage and

the number and type of processes suspended in the wait set.

2.2.2 Monitoring and Debugging

Monitoring is the process of gathering information about a program’s

execution. Debugging is the process of locating, analyzing, and correct-

ing suspected faults. The classical approach to debugging sequential

programs involves repeatedly stopping the program during execution,

examining the state, and then either continuing or re-executing in order

to stop at an earlier point in the execution. Approaches to monitoring

and debugging have been extended to include concurrent and distributed

programs [62, 63, 80, 102, 112, 129]. Although these are important top-

ics, they are not dealt with in this thesis. However, testing techniques

and tools presented in this thesis may assist the debugging process, since

testing may be able to reproduce specific concurrency errors.

A number of authors [17, 22, 45, 87] have proposed techniques for ‘re-

playing’ concurrent computations. While helpful, such tools do nothing

to assist with test case selection or achieving adequate test coverage.
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2.3 Component Testing

Many modern systems are component-based. A component is often a

class or collection of classes with a well-defined interface, and thus it is

useful to review the work done in the area of class testing.

It is typically difficult to thoroughly test a class C by testing an applica-

tion A that uses C [68]. C ’s methods are not always directly accessible.

Also, since C may provide more methods than are currently being used

in A, there may be some methods that are not accessed at all in A,

and thus never tested. Weyuker [136] refers to this is as the axiom of

antidecomposition, which states that testing an enclosing program that

uses a class may be adequate for the enclosing program, but not for all

uses of the class. In addition, errors in other classes may appear to be

errors in C .

This thesis takes the approach of testing a component for any possible

concurrent use of the component. This negates the need to check if

the concurrent component is actually accessed by multiple threads in a

particular application. It also means that the component can be used

in another concurrent context with confidence. The disadvantage of this

approach is that if the component is used in a single-threaded program,

concurrency constructs might be executed when they are not required.

This inefficiency is usually of no concern in practice.

There are two broad types of testing based on code visibility that af-

fect techniques for test case selection: functional testing and structural

testing.

2.3.1 Functional Testing

Functional testing requires the tester to have some knowledge of the

functional requirements of the component under test. This is also referred

to as black-box testing, since the tester does not necessarily have detailed

knowledge of the inner workings and structures of the class. Testing

consists of choosing adequate test cases to test the component. Often it
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is impractical to test every input value to a process, and special cases

are selected which are likely to uncover errors. For example, boundary

values are chosen to maximise testing confidence whilst minimising the

number of test cases [67].

Traditional unit testing assumes the Von Neumann model of processing.

INPUT → PROCESS → OUTPUT

Testing using this model is performed by supplying the required input

values to a process and checking that the resultant output values are

correct (for those inputs). Subsequent research on testing of abstract

data types adds state to this model. Unit testing then becomes:

INPUT + STATE → PROCESS → OUTPUT + NEW STATE

This state-based approach has been incorporated into testing approaches

and frameworks for class and component testing [70, 101, 132].

2.3.2 Structural Testing

Structural testing differs from functional testing in that the tester uses

knowledge of the code under test. This is also referred to as white-box

testing. The aim of structural testing is to exercise as many parts of

the program as possible. Three common types of coverage for structural

testing are statement, branch, and path coverage.

With statement coverage one attempts to execute every statement in the

program at least once. With branch coverage one attempts to execute

every branch in the program at least once. With path coverage one

attempts to execute every feasible path in the program at least once.

This can be impractical since, in programs with loops, the number of

feasible paths can be arbitrarily large.

Although structural testing may, if practical, exercise all paths in a pro-

gram, it does not compare the results with the functional requirements.

The program may behave logically as it should, but it may not meet its
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intended purpose. That is, structural testing does not detect missing or

misinterpreted functionality.

2.3.3 Hybrid Testing

The strengths of functional testing are the weaknesses of structural test-

ing and vice-versa. Hoffman and Strooper [69] propose a hybrid technique

to use functional testing for the selection of test cases, and structural

testing as a cross-check on their adequacy.

McDonald et al. [101] differentiate between specification-based, imple-

mentation-based, and implementation-dependent testing. Specification-

based testing is equivalent to functional testing as discussed above. Im-

plementation-based testing and implementation-dependent testing are

structural testing approaches with differing levels of structural knowl-

edge of the code under test, and hence differing levels of portability.

2.3.4 Component Testing Tools

The testing tools and frameworks described below have been used to test

Java classes and components.

Roast [29, 71, 72] is a testing tool designed to support automated testing

of Java APIs. A Roast script includes test templates that are used to

significantly reduce the amount of manual coding required to create a

test driver. For example, the Roast tool generates around 5 to 10 lines

of code for each test template in the script. Roast is intuitive to use and

facilitates rapid development of test cases.

JUnit [47, 88] is an open-source testing framework for programs writ-

ten in Java. The framework allows a user to set up and manage test

cases. JUnit is somewhat more verbose than Roast and lacks some fea-

tures such as Roast’s exception monitoring capability, and generation of

boundary values and dependent domains, but has test case management

functionality. For example, the setup and teardown features allow code

to be automatically executed before and after each test case. JUnit also
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provides a basic graphical interface for displaying test results. Nygard

and Karsjens [108] extend JUnit for testing EJB components. JUnit++

[50] extends JUnit with some limited support for testing concurrent pro-

grams.

Cactus [82, 118] uses and extends the JUnit testing framework. The

goal of the Cactus project is to provide a simple unit testing framework

focused on server-side Java code which tries to cover at least all J2EE

component models; and to allow fine-grained continuous testing of all

files making up an application through an in-container approach. Cactus

tries to ease integration testing by performing it during development in

an automated way.
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Chapter 3

Tool Support for Testing
Concurrent Java Components

3.1 Introduction

Work on testing distributed systems [95] led us to investigate the test-

ing of concurrent programs. Very few tools and techniques exist for the

systematic testing of concurrent programs, and concurrent components

in particular. In this section, a method for testing monitors proposed by

Brinch Hansen [13] is extended and tool support for unit testing concur-

rent Java components is detailed.

Brinch Hansen’s original method only applied to Concurrent Pascal mon-

itors and consists of four steps:

1. For each monitor operation, the tester identifies a set of precon-

ditions that will cause each branch (such as those occurring in an

if-then-else) of the operation to be executed at least once.

2. The tester constructs a sequence of monitor calls that will exercise

each operation under each of its preconditions.

3. The tester constructs a set of test processes that will execute the

monitor calls as defined in the previous step. These processes are

scheduled by means of a clock used for testing only.

43
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4. The test program is executed and its output is compared with the

predicted output.

By using an external clock to synchronise the calls to the monitor, inter-

action of the test processes can be controlled without changing the code

under test.

The original method was devised for monitors implemented in Concurrent

Pascal. In [57], the method was enhanced to test Java monitors. In

particular, the test selection criterion in the first step is extended to

include loop coverage, consideration for the number and type of threads

suspended inside the monitor, and interesting state and parameter values.

Tool support was provided by the Roast tool for testing Java classes

[29, 72] to check exception behaviour and output values of monitor calls.

Here, the concept of output checking is extended to include the time

at which component calls complete. Tool support is provided through

ConAn (Concurrency Analyser), which further automates the third step

in the method. The use of ConAn for detecting faults in a range of

concurrent components, in addition to monitors, is detailed and the orig-

inal method is reduced to three steps. With ConAn, the tester specifies

the sequence of calls and the threads that will be used to make those

calls. From this information, ConAn generates a test driver that controls

the synchronisation of the threads through a clock and that compares

the outputs against the expected outputs specified in the test sequence,

including the time at which each call should complete. The generated

driver also detects when a thread in a test sequence is suspended indefi-

nitely.

In this chapter, the method is described and applied to an asymmetric

producer-consumer monitor. The results of applying the method and tool

to 20 concurrent components sourced from academia and industry, some

of which were found to contain faults, are also discussed. The syntax and

semantics of ConAn are detailed in Appendix A.
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class ProducerConsumer {

String contents;

int charsRemaining = 0;

int totalLength;

// receive a single character

public synchronized char receive() {

char y;

// wait if no character is available

while (charsRemaining == 0) {

try { wait(); }

catch (InterruptedException e) {}

}

// retrieve character

y = contents.charAt(totalLength - charsRemaining);

charsRemaining = charsRemaining - 1;

notifyAll(); // notify any blocked send/receive calls

return y;

}

// send a string of characters

public synchronized void send(String x) {

// wait if there are more characters

while (charsRemaining > 0) {

try { wait(); }

catch (InterruptedException e) {}

}

// store string

contents = x;

totalLength = x.length();

charsRemaining = totalLength;

notifyAll(); // notify any blocked receive calls

}

}

Figure 3.1: Asymmetric producer-consumer monitor
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3.2 Asymmetric Producer-Consumer Mon-

itor

The ProducerConsumer class shown in Figure 3.1 implements an asym-

metric Producer-Consumer monitor, the Java equivalent of the Concurrent-

Pascal program described in [13]. This is different to the monitor from

section 1.5 because this monitor accepts strings and returns characters.

The send method places a string of characters into the buffer and the

receive method retrieves the string from the buffer, one character at a

time. The monitor state is maintained through three variables: contents

stores the string of characters, charsRemaining represents the number

of characters in contents that have yet to be received, and totalLength

represents the length of contents.

The synchronized keyword in the declaration of the send and receive

methods specifies that these methods must be executed under mutual ex-

clusion, i.e., only one thread can be active inside one of these methods at

any time. Thus, if thread T attempts to execute a synchronised method

in an object while T ′ is active in the same object, T will be suspended.

The wait operation is used to block a consumer thread when there are

no characters in the buffer, and a producer thread when the buffer is

non-empty. It suspends the thread that executed the call and releases

the synchronisation lock on the monitor. Each wait call is placed in-

side a try-catch block to trap any thread interruption exceptions that

may occur. The notifyAll operation wakes up all suspended threads,

although only one thread at a time will be allowed to access the monitor.

3.3 Testing Concurrent Components

The three steps involved in testing a concurrent Java component are

described below. The first two steps are the same as Brinch-Hansen’s

approach [13], however, Harvey and Strooper [57] extended step 1 to in-

clude loop-coverage and the number and types of processes suspended in
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the wait set. The approach presented here reduces Brinch-Hansen’s orig-

inal method to three steps, extends output checking to include the time

that calls complete, and provides tool support through the generation of

test drivers utilising multiple threads that execute sequences of calls as

defined in a test script.

3.3.1 Step 1: Identify Test Conditions

The first step in the method is to identify conditions that will cause the

component under test to be exercised as desired. The intended operation

of the component must be considered to determine which conditions are

sensible for the component. The method is independent of how these

test conditions are chosen. Most components tested by the method have

been Java monitors, using a combination of black-box and white-box

techniques, taking the following three considerations into account.

1. Since Java monitors typically contain while-conditions surrounding

wait calls, the aim is to achieve loop-coverage of the code under

test. Specifically, sufficient test cases are selected so that each loop

is executed 0, 1, and multiple times.

2. In addition, the number and types of threads suspended in the wait

set for each call to notify and notifyAll are considered. This is

achieved by forcing threads to execute the wait call within the

loop, thus suspending the appropriate threads. Then notify (or

notifyAll) will notify the suspended threads. Following common

testing practice, tests for 0, 1, and greater than 1 threads suspended

in the wait set are included.

3. Finally, any special monitor state or parameter values are consid-

ered. For example, for the asymmetric producer-consumer monitor

it is desirable to test that the implementation behaves correctly

when an empty string is sent. Other traditional tests can be in-

cluded such as testing for a string length of one and greater than

one.
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receive()

C1 0 iterations of the loop
C2 1 iteration of the loop
C3 multiple iterations of the loop

send()

C4 empty string
C5 0 iterations of the loop
C6 1 iteration of the loop
C7 multiple iterations of the loop

threads suspended on the queue
C8 no threads suspended
C9 one sender suspended
C10 one receiver suspended
C11 multiple senders suspended
C12 multiple receivers suspended

Figure 3.2: Test conditions for producer-consumer monitor

Figure 3.2 shows the test conditions that were chosen for the producer-

consumer monitor. A unique identifier is included for each test condition

for later reference.

3.3.2 Step 2: Construct a Sequence of Calls

In the second step, the tester constructs a set of test sequences of mon-

itor calls. The test sequences are designed to satisfy the test conditions

identified in step 1. One long test sequence is possible [57], but our expe-

rience with ConAn has shown that it is easier to manage multiple, short

test sequences that each exercise a group of related test conditions.

As shown below, sequences can be written directly into a ConAn test

script. Time is represented as discrete units with a finite duration. To

illustrate the concept, Table 3.1 shows the monitor calls in a test sequence

for producer-consumer. Each call in the test sequence is associated with

a unique time-stamp, shown in the first column. To be able to distinguish
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between the calls, a thread identifier is introduced in the second column.

The monitor call is shown in the third column, with the expected output

for that call in the fourth column. The fifth column shows the test

conditions that the call satisfies; the sixth column shows call completion

time.

In the example, the first call is send("a"), which satisfies both conditions

C5 (0 iterations of the loop) and C8 (no threads suspended). The call is

made at time 1. Since the call should complete without being suspended,

it will complete during time 1 (and before time 2), designated by [1,2) in

the call completion column. The half-open time interval [x,y) represents

a call completing at or after time x, but before time y.

At time 2, a second call to send is made. Since there is already a string

stored in the producer-consumer monitor, thread T2 should suspend. It

will not complete until time 3 (but before time 4) as indicated by [3,4)

in the final column of the table. At time 3, the receive call should

complete and return the character ‘a’. This call satisfies condition C9,

since thread T2 was suspended and has now completed an iteration of the

loop. The last statement executed by thread T3 before returning from

the receive call is notifyAll. This wakes up thread T2, which made

the send call at time 2. Note that this thread will not get access to the

monitor until the receive call completes and thread T3 has released the

lock on the monitor. After this, the call to send by T2 completes, which

means that the calls by both T2 and T3 should complete in the time range

[3,4). Note also that as a result the send call by T2 satisfies condition

C6, because by the time it completes it will have executed one iteration

of the loop. Finally, the second call to receive (by thread T4) should

return the character ‘b’.

To simplify test sequence construction and verification, and to clarify

the purpose of each test sequence, not all conditions satisfied by the

calls need be recorded. For example, the tester need not record that the

receive call at time 3 satisfies condition C1, because this test sequence

was designed to test the suspension and waking up of send calls. Another

test sequence will cover that condition.
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time thread call output conditions call completion

1 T1 send("a") – C5, C8 [1,2)

2 T2 send("b") – C6 [3,4)

3 T3 receive() ’a’ C9 [3,4)

4 T4 receive() ’b’ – [4,5)

Table 3.1: A sequence of monitor calls for producer-consumer

Test execution requires a test driver that starts a number of threads

that call the monitor in the order prescribed in Table 3.1. However, the

relative progress of these threads will normally be influenced by numerous

unpredictable and irreproducible events, such as the timing of interrupts

and the execution of other threads.

To guarantee the order of execution, the method uses a clock class to

provide the necessary synchronisation and defines an abstract notion of

time. The passing of abstract and discrete units of time1 is represented

by clocktime2. The value of clocktime starts at zero and can only be

incremented by a call to the method tick. The clock can also be used to

suspend threads until clocktime reaches a certain value and to check the

current value of clocktime. In particular, the clock class provides three

methods:

• await(t) delays the calling thread until clocktime reaches t,

• tick() advances the time by one unit, waking up any threads

awaiting that clocktime, and

• time() returns the current clocktime t.

The time method was added to allow the tester to determine the time at

which calls complete. Otherwise, it is not possible to detect threads that

wake up at incorrect times. The time method allows the tester to ensure

each thread wakes up at a certain time or between a range of times.

1Known as tempus singuli.
2Clocktime is the accumulation of tempus singuli.
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Neither Brinch-Hansen’s [13] nor Harvey and Strooper’s [57] approach

could detect the completion times of component calls, thus, leaving a

whole class of failures to go undetected by these earlier approaches.

Rather than manually implementing a complex test driver, the test se-

quences are entered directly into a ConAn script. ConAn generates the

Java test driver code which sets up the clock, instantiates the threads

for each test sequence, generates await calls to control the order of calls

by each thread to the monitor, and manages the passing of time. Pro-

gression of time is controlled by a separate thread that invokes tick at

regular intervals. The script writer never needs to deal directly with the

clock or timer. If a liveness error causes a thread to suspend indefinitely,

ConAn terminates the thread at completion of the test sequence, reports

the error, and continues with the next test sequence. On completion of a

test script, the number of test cases and number of errors are reported.

To further support the method, ConAn has been integrated with the

Roast unit testing tool [29, 72] by allowing ConAn to include Roast test

templates. The Roast test templates are used to test the individual calls

to the monitor operations. The templates provide automatic checking of

exceptions and a convenient way for checking the return values of calls. In

addition, Roast provides support for debugging when the testing reveals

a failure. Calls to send are placed inside a Roast exception-monitoring

template, delimited by #excMonitor and #end, to ensure that no excep-

tions are thrown during the call. Similarly, calls to receive are placed

inside a Roast value-checking template, delimited by #valueCheck, # and

#end, to ensure that the call before the # returns the expected output

after the #. After each monitor call, the time function is also called to

check the time at which the thread completes the call.

Continuing the example, Figure 3.3 shows the ConAn test sequence cor-

responding to the monitor calls in Table 3.1. The test script normally

consists of more than one sequence. In this case, the full test script

contains 5 test sequences comprising a total of 36 calls (18 component

calls and 18 time completion checks). Appendix B contains the full test

script for the example. The monitor variable m is declared previously in
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#begin

#test C5 C6 C8 C9 // conditions exercised

#tick // time 1

#thread <producer>

#excMonitor m.send("a"); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick // time 2

#thread <producer>

#excMonitor m.send("b"); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick // time 3

#thread <consumer>

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’a’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick // time 4

#thread <consumer>

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’b’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#end

Figure 3.3: A ConAn test sequence for producer-consumer
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the script by the #cut (component under test) command as an instance

of the producer-consumer monitor, and it is freshly instantiated by the

generated test driver for each test sequence (see the #cut command in

Appendix A).

The translation from the table to the ConAn test script is straightfor-

ward. The conditions being exercised by the sequence are listed after

#test. Conditions are an aid to understanding and evaluating a test

script and provide traceability between the test sequences and the listed

conditions (see the #conditions command in Appendix A). Conditions

that do not appear in the #test list of any test sequence are reported by

ConAn as potential problems. Each tick block, delimited by #tick and

#end, contains one or more #thread blocks. Each thread block defines

one or more component calls to be executed by the named thread. The

time interval is set by #ticktime and is chosen to be large enough so that

all calls to be executed within a tick block should complete (or suspend

or wakeup) within one time interval.

The calls to send and receive are placed inside an exception-monitoring

template, delimited by #excMonitor and #end, to ensure that no excep-

tions are thrown during these calls. These templates are expanded into

try-catch blocks by the tool, thus removing the need for error handling

code to be written explicitly by the tester. The call to send("a") at

time 1 should complete at time 1, which is checked by checking the re-

turn value of time after the call to send in a value-checking template,

delimited by #valueCheck, # and #end. The call to send("b") at time 2

suspends and does not complete until time 3, after the call to receive()

has been made. A check for a call completion time of x in a ConAn script

corresponds to a check for a call completing sometime at or after time x

but before time x + 1; represented as the time interval [x,x + 1).

3.3.3 Step 3: Execute and Compare

Test case execution and comparison is fully automated. The test script

is parsed by ConAn, producing a driver as a Java source code file. When
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the generated driver is compiled and executed, it runs the test sequences

defined in the ConAn script and reports any detected errors as well as

summary statistics. A driver program generated by ConAn appears in

Appendix C.

Typically both the test script generation time and the test case execution

time are small. For example, on a Pentium II 350MHz desktop computer,

it takes less than three seconds to generate the Java driver from a test

script of 400 lines organized into ten test sequences. It then takes less

than ten seconds to execute the generated test driver, although this exe-

cution time clearly depends on the component under test. Once the tests

have been set up, the same driver can be re-run over any changed code,

to ensure the functionality has not inadvertently changed (for example,

as a regression test).

The generated Java code relies on features of the Java Thread class, but

otherwise does not use any special features of the JVM or Java APIs. As

a result, ConAn should be easy to port to other versions of Java.

3.4 Experience

3.4.1 Overview

Table 3.2 shows an overview of components tested by ConAn. The com-

ponents come from a variety of sources including industry, text books

and student assignments.

The table lists the following information:

• Component: the name of the concurrent component under test.

• Cond: the number of test conditions.

• Seq: the number of test sequences required to test those conditions.

• Test Cases: the number of Roast test templates.

• LOC CUT: the number of lines of code in the component under

test.
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# Component Cond. Seq. Test LOC LOC LOC Prep. Faults
Cases CUT ConAn Gen. (mins)

Script Driver

1 ProducerConsumer 12 5 36 38 150 920 40
2 ConAnClock 6 3 18 36 45 511 15
3 ReaderWriter 15 8 84 45 334 1959 60

4 ReadWriteFair 15 9 88 37 236 2035 30
5 ReadWritePriority 16 10 100 35 411 2250 20 1

6 ReadWriteSafe 15 9 88 33 236 2035 15
7 FairBridge 19 8 80 40 215 1843 40

8 SafeBridge 17 6 48 30 143 1179 10
9 BufferImpl 13 6 52 39 132 1307 15 1

10 Semaphore 6 3 16 32 56 480 15
11 CarParkControl 13 5 34 33 108 895 20

12 SimpleAllocator 6 3 14 24 52 446 15
13 FairAllocator 8 5 34 32 98 905 20

14 BoundedOvertakingAllocator 9 6 54 37 220 1317 60
15 BlastServer 6 3 16 282 45 480 15

16 BlockingTerminalPool 15 10 106 929 420 2263 50 2
17 JDBCConnectionPool 6 3 18 282 50 480 25 1

18 ConnectionBroker 8 5 36 821 166 952 50
19 ObjectPool 8 5 36 375 154 934 40

20 RecordInputStream 12 8 74 185 260 1819 60 3

Table 3.2: Components tested by ConAn
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• LOC ConAn Script: the number of lines of code in the ConAn

script.

• LOC Gen. Driver: the number of lines of Java code in the generated

test driver.

• Prep: the time taken to prepare the test script (in minutes).

• Faults: the number of faults found.

The ProducerConsumer monitor was used in this chapter as the example

to demonstrate ConAn. Component 2 is the ConAn clock, which is used

to control the execution order of ConAn test sequences. ReaderWriter,

which controls access to resources, is a common monitor example and the

detection capabilities of ConAn against a number of mutant implemen-

tations of this monitor are presented. Components 4–14 are all sourced

from [99]. Components 15–20 are sourced from industry. Specifically,

Component 15 is used in a commercial middleware application [95]. It

is a variation of the producer-consumer monitor. Components 16–20 are

used in a commercial e-commerce product developed by a company that

builds secure internet payment systems for integration with electronic

commerce applications.

By using the ConAn scripting language, the tester is spared from writ-

ing many lines of driver code. This is demonstrated by comparing the

number of lines of test script (LOC ConAn script) to the number of lines

of driver code (LOC Gen. Driver) in Table 3.2. The scripts are easy

to prepare, taking up to sixty minutes to write. In many cases, signifi-

cant portions of the test scripts can be reused from previous components

tested, which further reduces preparation time. Even though the ConAn

scripts are reasonably long in comparison to the lines of code of the com-

ponent under test (LOC CUT), they do not grow significantly with the

more complex components used in industry (components 15–20). This

is because the focus is on the concurrency properties of the components.

The scripts would be longer if the tester were attempting to test all

functional properties of the code under test.
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3.4.2 Producer-Consumer

Table 3.2 presents some basic statistics about the full producer-consumer

test script (see Appendix B). Five test sequences were developed for

testing the twelve conditions of the producer-consumer monitor. The

ConAn test script comprised 150 lines, containing 36 test cases. Of the

36 test cases, 18 were monitor calls and 18 were wakeup checks. The

generated Java program comprised 920 lines (see Appendix C).

This compares with the 21 monitor calls previously used to satisfy the

same 12 conditions [57]. In that case, however, the driver required 200

lines of Roast script and produced 500 lines of Java code. Although Con-

An generated more lines of Java code, the ConAn script is much simpler

than the 200 line Roast script. Moreover, it contains the descriptions of

all test conditions (these were recorded in a separate test plan in [57])

and additional tests to check the time at which monitor calls complete.

It is also worth mentioning that the ConAn syntax is quite verbose. The

syntax was chosen for readability. The number of lines of script would

be reduced significantly if a more terse syntax was chosen.

3.4.3 Testing the ConAn Clock

The clock that is used by ConAn is a monitor. Therefore, using ConAn

to test the ConAn clock results in two clocks being present: 1) the ConAn

clock under test, and 2) the ConAn clock contained within the testing

tool. The test script for the clock monitor was simple to create from the

conditions listed in Figure 3.4.

One of the three test sequences is shown in Figure 3.5. Note that the

calls to m.time() in the second tick block refer to the time function of

the clock component under test (CUT). This can be identified by the use

of the variable m, declared previously in the script as an instance of the

CUT. The calls to time() without a qualifying variable refer to ConAn’s

clock. When the second tick block completes, ConAn’s time has advanced

to 2. However, the CUT’s time is only incremented when m.tick() is
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await()

C1 0 iterations of the loop
C2 1 iteration of the loop
C3 multiple iterations of the loop

threads suspended in the wait set
C4 no threads suspended
C5 one awaiter suspended
C6 multiple awaiters suspended

Figure 3.4: Test conditions for the clock

called. Hence, the check for time 0 before the call to m.tick() and time

1 after the call. Note that the introduction of two clocks may mask errors

in the clock class itself, but this is unavoidable in a self-application of a

testing framework such as this.

#begin

#test C2 C5

#tick // T1

#thread

#excMonitor m.await(1); #end

#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#tick // T2

#thread

#valueCheck m.time() # 0 #end

#excMonitor m.tick(); #end

#valueCheck m.time() # 1 #end

#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#end

Figure 3.5: A test sequence for the clock monitor
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3.4.4 Readers-Writers

The readers and writers problem [99] is an abstraction of the problem of

separate threads accessing a shared resource such as a file or database.

A reader thread is only allowed to examine the content of the resource,

while a writer can examine and update the content. The problem is

to ensure access to the resource so that multiple readers are allowed to

examine the resource at the same time, while only one writer is allowed

to update the resource at a time. Moreover, no readers should be allowed

to examine the resource while a writer is accessing it.

A typical solution to the readers and writers problem is a monitor with

four monitor procedures [99]:

• startRead is called by a reader that wants to start reading;

• endRead is called by a reader that is finished reading;

• startWrite is called by a writer that wants to start writing; and

• endWrite is called by a writer that is finished writing.

Since calls to endRead and endWrite should never suspend, only the calls

to startRead and startWrite have calls to wait in them. The endRead

and endWrite methods have calls to notifyAll to wake-up suspended

threads.

Applying ConAn to the readers and writers problem proved relatively

straightforward with 9 sequences and a total of 44 monitor calls to test

15 conditions (see Appendix D). The construction of each test sequence

was straightforward, compared with the non-trivial exercise of creating

one long sequence consisting of 31 monitor calls [57]. Using multiple

shorter test sequences has greatly simplified the selection of test cases to

cover the test conditions.
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3.4.5 Testing Mutant Readers-Writers Monitors

To further evaluate ConAn, the same seven faulty mutant versions of

the readers-writers monitor implementation that were used in [57] were

tested. The mutants were created by modifying the code to provide an

incorrect implementation. For example, in one mutant the notifyAll()

method, which wakes all threads suspended, was replaced with the

notify() method, which wakes only one suspended thread. In another

mutant the while loop used to control monitor re-entry of suspended

threads, was replaced with an if statement. These mutations are typ-

ical of errors made in concurrent Java programs. By implementing the

new time function and thread suspension detection, it is possible to de-

termine the time when a thread completes a call. Application of this

feature meant that all seven faulty mutants were detected. In [57], only

three faulty mutants were detected because there was no way to detect

when a thread completed a call.

3.4.6 Testing Student Assignments

ConAn was used to help with the assessment of 83 student assignments in

a third-year concurrent programming course. As part of the assignment,

the students were asked to implement a bounded buffer controlled by

semaphores. The students were not allowed to use the synchronized

keyword in the bounded buffer implementation, but were required to use

the provided semaphore class. This meant that the students had to use

semaphores to guarantee mutually exclusive access when updating the

buffer.

A ConAn test script containing five test sequences was written, similar

to the ones described in this section. A sixth sequence was used to

test the provision of mutual exclusion. This test sequence unleashed 10

producer threads and 10 consumer threads, all at the same time. Each

of the producer threads put 100 numbers in the buffers and each of the

consumer threads took out 100 numbers. Clearly the order in which this

happens is impossible to predict and the only check that was performed
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was that the same 1,000 numbers that were put into the buffer were

retrieved.

The assumption was that if the buffer was not protected against data

races by enforcing mutually exclusive access by producer and consumer

threads, then the check would fail at some stage in the sequence. To

check this assumption, the buffer solution was modified by eliminating

the semaphores for mutually exclusive access and we ran the ConAn

script 100 times. It detected the error 69 times, which was deemed suffi-

cient for the purpose of marking the assignment (although it does mean

a faulty student implementation might be missed). In the actual test

run, the test sequence detected an error in 24 out of the 83 assignments.

3.4.7 Textbook Examples

Components 4 to 14 are all the monitors contained in [99]. There were no

errors found in the latest implementations of these monitors. However,

earlier versions of the text (and the currently available implementations

for download) contain errors in BufferImpland ReaderWriterPriority.

The BufferImplmonitor incorrectly uses notify rather than notifyAll.

This produces erroneous behaviour in the form of permanently suspended

threads and was detected by ConAn as shown in the following test output:

Sequence 6: liveness error detected at time: 3. Thread: producer2

Sequence 6: liveness error detected at time: 5. Thread: consumer4

**** Test cases: 50

**** Value errors: 0

**** Exception errors: 0

**** Liveness errors: 2

However, ConAn is not guaranteed to detect this error. This error is

dependent on two factors: 1) the selection of waiting threads by the

JVM, and 2) the interleaving of threads. For example, assume a buffer

with a size of one character. Three put calls are made, thus suspending

two producer threads (one of the producer succeeds in gaining access to

the critical section). Subsequently, three consumers call get within the

same tick block. One of the consumers will gain access to the critical
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section and notify another thread prior to exiting. The second waiting

producer could be notified. Just prior to the producer exiting the critical

section, it will notify yet another thread. At this stage there could be

two consumers and one producer suspended in the wait set. If the next

thread to be notified is a producer, it cannot proceed, so will wait, and the

system will lie forever dormant. In general, the existence of this kind of

bug and the ability to force the error is dependent on the implementation

of a particular JVM’s policy for selecting threads from the wait set.

ReaderWriterPriority also incorrectly used a notify in the endRead

method, but this was not detected by ConAn. This difficulty to de-

tect dormancy failures due to the non-deterministic waking of suspended

threads led to an attempt to force a test case failure by utilizing thread

priorities to alter the wake-up times of waiting threads. The strategy

was to wait until reader and writer threads were suspended and then

modify the priority of the threads whilst they are in the wait set. By

setting reader threads to a high priority, one would expect the higher

priority threads to be woken first. In this case, it would cause dormancy,

since reader threads would wait whilst there was at least one writer wait-

ing. This did not work on Sun’s JVM (build “1.3.1 01”) for the Win-

dows98 platform. However, the error was successfully forced when this

approach was applied using a JVM (build “chapman:10/12/12-23:12”)

on the Linux operating system (Redhat 4.2). Although thread priorities

exist in Java and many references state that the JVM will always se-

lect one of the highest priority threads for scheduling [52, 56, 89], this is

currently not guaranteed by the Java language or virtual machine spec-

ifications [53, 90]. Priorities are only hints to the scheduler [127, page

227].

Generally, ConAn is effective at dealing with the non-determinism of

waking threads. When multiple threads are suspended and are waiting

on the same monitor entry condition, Java does not specify the order

in which these suspended threads are woken up. In fact, it was found

that this order is not the same for different platforms on which the tests

are run. To make the tests platform-independent, the test cases were
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changed to check for one or more possible wake-up times for each thread.

This was achieved by supplying a list of valid wakeup times to the wake

up check. If the check passed, the wakeup time was removed from the

list. The next woken thread would then check against the remaining

values in the list.

3.4.8 Industry Examples

BlastServer is used in a middleware application [95] and is a variation of

the producer-consumer monitor. No faults were found in the implemen-

tation of this monitor. Components 16 to 20 are used in a commercial

e-commerce application. ConAn found faults in three of these.

BlockingTerminalPool keeps a list of resources (called terminals) that

can be used by a client of the class. There is a maximum number of ter-

minals that can be used at any time. The BlockingTerminalPool serves

out terminals to clients up to a maximum value, and when reached, blocks

the calling thread until more terminals are available. One of the meth-

ods to retrieve a list of terminals allocates an array with the number of

terminals contained in the list. It then proceeds to iterate over the ele-

ments. Another method removes terminals from the list. Both methods

are unsynchronised. The following sequence illustrates the fault found

by ConAn:

• Thread T1 allocates an array of size s.

• Thread T2 removes a terminal from the list, the size of the list

becoming s − 1.

• Thread T1 iterates over the list to build the array and only inserts

s−1 items into the array of size s. The client of the call is returned

an array with one less element than expected.

The other fault found is similar in nature but involves a method that

adds items into the list and is illustrated by the following sequence of

events:
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• Thread T1 allocates an array of size s.

• Thread T2 adds a terminal to the list, the size of the list becoming

s + 1.

• Thread T1 iterates over the list to build the array and attempts to

insert s + 1 items into an array of size s, resulting in a run-time

exception.

JDBCConnectionPool is a class for pooling database connections. It in-

correctly re-entered the wait state when a timeout occurred on the wait

statement. The statement that would throw an exception on timeout

was placed in the wrong part of the program, hence, was never reached

in the intended circumstances.

RecordInputStream is a bounded circular buffer for handling the reading

and writing of byte streams. ConAn detected three significant and dis-

tinct errors. These consisted of two liveness errors and a race condition.

The race condition was caused by the non-atomic actions of checking the

size of the buffer prior to removal of an item. Without synchronisation,

a number of threads would find the buffer non-empty. When the item is

removed by one of the threads, the others fail to retrieve the item and

throw an exception.

The liveness errors were related to incorrect processing logic for wait and

notify events. Rather than notifying all threads, only one thread was

being notified. Once notified, a boolean flag was being set to prevent fur-

ther threads from being notified, thus causing the remaining suspended

threads to be permanently suspended.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 ConAn and Tool Support

The non-deterministic nature of concurrent programs means that conven-

tional testing methods are inadequate. In this chapter a tool for testing
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concurrent components (ConAn) is presented. ConAn generates a test

driver that executes multiple threads, which make calls to the component

under test, and obtains adequate controllability over the interactions be-

tween those threads.

The test method is derived from an existing method [13] that tests Con-

current Pascal monitors. The original method consists of four steps. In

this thesis, the method has been simplified to three steps: identifying

preconditions, constructing a sequence of calls, and execution and com-

parison. In earlier work [57], the method was extended in the area of

identifying preconditions that are more suitable for Java monitors and in

providing basic tool support.

Further tool support is provided through ConAn, which automates the

generation of the test driver from the test sequences. In addition, the

concept of output checking is extended to checking the completion times

of component calls. This is achieved by providing a time function imple-

mented in the clock. The method was also improved by using multiple

shorter test sequences, rather than one long sequence. The application of

ConAn and the method to a wide range of monitors was discussed, and

extended to other concurrent components. ConAn detected faults in five

of the twenty components tested. Of the five faults, three were detected

in components used in industry.

3.5.2 Applicability

To be able to test a component with ConAn, the component needs to be

accessible through a call-based interface. Furthermore, ConAn is specifi-

cally designed to test components that are accessible by multiple threads

and where thread synchronisation and suspension play a role.

3.5.3 Interference

Although ConAn has been successful at detecting some interference fail-

ures, ConAn cannot guarantee detection of all such failures. This is
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because ConAn has control over calls to the component methods only,

and not control over the interleaving of code statements of individual

threads. In addition, there are some problems that go undetected due to

the non-deterministic waking of threads from the wait set. For example,

two threads may be suspended and the order in which they are woken

and subsequently access the monitor may affect progress. ConAn does

not have the necessary control over the wait set to detect problems that

depend on the order of waking threads.

3.5.4 Time

The ConAn clock progresses time using discrete, abstract, absolute units

of time. The value of this absolute value is set in the ConAn script and

defaults to 1000 milliseconds. Ideally, the ConAn clock would progress

logical time; meaning that each concurrent thread would progress in the

relative order specified in the ConAn script. Theoretically, this could be

achieved by setting priorities on running threads appropriately. Specif-

ically, when it is time for a thread to run (according to the ConAn

test sequence), its priority is raised to the highest amongst the active

threads. The author found that this technique would rarely work on

the first execution of a ConAn test run, but would often (but not al-

ways) work for subsequent test runs. This result was consistent with the

problems experienced when using thread priorities to force failures in the

ReaderWriterPriority class mentioned earlier in this chapter.

Java thread priorities appear to be implemented as one would expect on

some combinations of JVM implementation and operating system, but

not others. To meet the Java language specification, implementations

do not need higher priority threads to run before lower priority threads.

Since the Java programming language and JVM do not guarantee ade-

quate mechanisms to enable the use of a logical clock on all platforms,

each tick of the ConAn clock has an absolute ticktime defaulting to 1000

milliseconds. This value can be overridden with the #ticktime com-

mand. Furthermore, according to the Java language specification we can
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guarantee that each time interval is no less than ticktime. This approach

requires that the ticktime be set to an appropriately large value; large

enough to allow non-suspending component calls being executed by all

threads in the same tick block to complete within the ticktime interval.

When the ticktime is set to an insufficiently small value, liveness errors

can be reported. The author has found that in practice, the use of ab-

solute time is rarely a problem, and a default value of 1000 milliseconds

has been adequate in all tested components. One of the advantages of

using absolute time over logical time is that components that use timed

calls, for example wait(milliseconds) and sleep(milliseconds), can be

tested [137].

3.5.5 Failure Coverage

One measure of a testing tool’s effectiveness is failure coverage. That

is, how many and which type of failures it can detect. ConAn is good

at detecting some failures but not others. The next chapter presents a

model of Java concurrency that is used in subsequent chapters to derive a

classification and analysis of concurrency failures to assist the verification

of concurrent components.
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Chapter 4

A Model of Java Concurrency

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a model of Java concurrency is presented. The purpose

of the model is to capture the concurrency (or synchronisation) points

in Java, so that further analysis can be carried out on failures in those

synchronisation points. The intention is that the model will be used to

derive failures in concurrent components. The model of concurrency is

applicable to all Java components, not just specific programs or compo-

nents. This is achieved by capturing the states of a single thread with

respect to a single synchronised object. Petri Nets [116] are used here to

model Java concurrency because they provide a convenient mechanism

for modelling the locking of objects. Unlike other uses of Petri Nets (see

Chapter 2), the Petri Net model in this chapter is used to model transi-

tions in the state of a thread and subsequently used to identify failures

in concurrent Java components (in Chapter 5); not to model or verify a

particular system of interacting threads.

4.2 The Model

Figure 4.1 models the states of a single thread with respect to a synchro-

nised object by using a Petri Net diagram [116]. A Petri Net representa-

tion has been chosen to highlight two issues: 1) the change in state of a
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Figure 4.1: Petri Net model of concurrency

thread when concurrent constructs are encountered in a multi-threaded

program, and 2) the effect that availability of the object lock has on a

thread’s state. The diagram models the state of the thread with respect

to a single object only. If a thread accesses several synchronised objects

then it may be in different states with respect to the different objects.

Multiple copies of the diagram would be needed to represent this. How-

ever, as only single sources of failure are considered in Chapter 5, the

behaviour of the thread is analysed with respect to one object only.

The diagram contains markers (shown as dots) and two types of nodes:

circles (called places) and bars (called transitions). These places and

transitions are connected by directed arcs from places to transitions and

from transitions to places. A transition can fire if all incoming arcs

originate from places containing markers. When a transition fires, each

outgoing arc deposits a marker in its destination place.

Places A to D represent the current state of a thread with respect to an

object lock. The marker in place A represents a thread that has not yet

requested a lock on an object, for example, executing outside a critical
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section1. Note that a thread that accesses a shared resource without

requesting exclusive access via a lock would remain in place A. A marker

in place B represents a thread requesting a lock on an object. A marker

in place C represents a thread holding a lock. Normally, this would be

the case while a thread accesses shared variables in a critical section. A

marker in place D represents a thread in the wait state.

The marker in place E represents the availability of the object lock.

This place represents a state of the object lock rather than a state of the

thread. The object lock is obviously used to control multiple threads,

each of which is represented by its own diagram but which all share place

E. As our focus is on the states of a single thread only one instance of

the diagram is considered.

Each transition is now discussed in detail.

4.2.1 Transition T1: Requesting an Object Lock

Transition T1 represents a thread moving from a state of executing out-

side a critical section to the state of requesting a lock for exclusive access

to a critical section. The transition is under the control of the thread

itself. Transition T1 is fired by a thread entering a synchronised block

prior to the JVM serving a lock. The transition has a single input at

place A and a single output at place B. If a marker exists in place A,

then transition T1 can fire causing the marker to move to B. Place B

represents a thread requesting an object lock.

4.2.2 Transition T2: Locking an Object

Transition T2 represents a thread moving from a state of requesting a lock

to a state of having a lock. Transition T2 is fired when the JVM serves

1“Critical Section” refers to a code sequence that accesses shared variables. The
phrase “outside a critical section” is used to refer to code that does not access shared
variables and therefore does not require exclusive access. This terminology is used
rather than “synchronised block” to allow the possibility that a thread may execute
inside a critical section without acquiring the appropriate lock.
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an object lock to a requesting thread and depends on the availability of

the lock. The transition has two input places (B and E) and one output

place (C). If the thread is requesting a lock (a marker exists at place

B), and if an object lock is available (a marker exists at place E), the

marker can move to C . Place C represents a thread executing with the

object lock. If no lock is available, the thread is blocked in B.

4.2.3 Transition T3: Waiting on an Object

Transition T3 represents a thread entering the wait state from the locked

state. This transition is controlled by the thread and occurs when the

wait method is called. The transition has one input place (C) and two

output places (D and E). If the thread holds a lock (marker at place

C), then it may move to the wait state (marker at place D), which also

releases the object lock (marker at place E).

4.2.4 Transition T4: Releasing an Object Lock

Transition T4 represents a thread leaving the locked state. This transi-

tion is controlled by the thread and models what happens when a thread

exits a synchronised block. The transition has one input place (C) and

two output places (A and E). If the thread holds the lock (marker at

place C), then it may exit the critical section (marker is placed at A)

and release the lock (marker placed at E).

4.2.5 Transition T5: Thread Notification

Transition T5 represents a thread moving from the wait state to the state

of requesting a lock. This transition is controlled by the JVM in response

to another thread calling notify or notifyAll. The transition has two

inputs (place D and the incoming dashed arc) and one output (place

B). When the thread is waiting (marker at place D) and another thread

notifies or interrupts the waiting thread (the incoming dashed arc), then

the thread tries to reacquire the object lock it was waiting on (marker
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Figure 4.2: Two threads and one object lock

moves to place B). This has the obvious implication that a thread in the

wait state cannot wake itself.

4.3 Modelling Multiple Threads

Figure 4.2 illustrates a specific model for two threads and one object

lock, for example, a producer thread and a consumer thread accessing a

monitor (with one object lock) to provide mutually exclusive access to a

buffer. Since only one object is used for synchronisation, only one thread

can be in place C at any point in time. If the other thread requests the

object lock, it will be blocked in place B. When a thread leaves place C
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and, for example fires transition T3, a marker moves to place D (waiting)

and the lock is released (represented by a marker being deposited in place

E). Any other thread waiting at B is now allowed entry to C , since a

lock is available in E. A waiting thread can only be notified (transition

T5) by another thread holding the object lock.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Other Models of Java Concurrency

Several formal models of Java concurrency have been proposed in the

literature which are now briefly discussed.

Welch and Martin [135] model Java multi-threading in CSP [66] with the

aim of demonstrating the correctness of their implementation of Occam-

like channels for Java. Because they use model checking to verify the ab-

sence of deadlock and interference, their model is deliberately restricted

to reduce state explosion.

In [94], a formal model of Java concurrency using the Z specification

language [126] is proposed. The authors conclude with a discussion of

how the specification may be used to build a tool for detecting dead-

lock. Duke et al. [34] propose a similar model of Java concurrency

in Object-Z [124]. After describing the model in detail, it is used to

prove a producer-consumer system is free from deadlock. Roychoudhury

and Mitra [119] use a guarded command language to describe the Java

Memory Model to the level of store accesses to assist with verification

of platform-independent concurrent programs. Whilst interesting and

useful for understanding the concurrency model in Java, in all cases the

model is only partially analysed further with respect to identifying con-

currency failures.

In this chapter, a Petri Net model of Java concurrency is proposed. The

model is created from the states and transitions that can occur in a

concurrent program when a thread interacts with an object lock. The

transitions in the model represent changes in the concurrent state of a
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thread invariably caused by executing a concurrent statement or concur-

rent block boundary (e.g. the end brace of a synchronised block).

4.4.2 Excluded Methods

The methods suspend, resume, stop, and sleep are not included in the

model for various reasons.

The suspend method suspends a thread for an indefinite period of time.

Although a suspended thread could have been represented as a separate

place in our model, the suspend method is deprecated and its use dis-

couraged [79], so it was decided not to complicate the model with such

methods. However, suspend can be neatly incorporated into the model:

a suspended thread holding a lock “executes” in place C , and a suspended

thread not holding a lock “executes” in place A. This is very similar to

sleep, above. It is also similar to blocking input, where user input is

required before proceeding, however in this case, the thread is waiting

for the resume method to be called rather than waiting for a user event.

The suspend and resume methods are deprecated because suspend is

inherently deadlock-prone. If the target thread holds a lock on the mon-

itor protecting a critical system resource when it is suspended, no thread

can access this resource until the target thread is resumed. If the thread

that would resume the target thread attempts to lock this monitor prior

to calling resume, deadlock results.

The stop method is deprecated (hence not considered in the model)

because it is inherently unsafe. Stopping a thread causes it to unlock all

the monitors that it has locked. If any of the objects previously protected

by these monitors were in an inconsistent state, other threads may now

view these objects in an inconsistent state. When threads operate on

these damaged objects, arbitrary behaviour can result.

The sleep method simply puts a thread to sleep for a finite period of

time. Since any regular code statement takes some finite length of time

to complete, incorporating sleep does not change our model: a sleeping

thread holding a lock “executes” in place C , and a sleeping thread not
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holding a lock “executes” in place A.

4.4.3 Interrupts and Timed Waits

Dealing with interrupts adds complexity to the model. To support a

thread calling interrupt, the model needs to be enhanced by introduc-

ing additional transitions. Appendix E describes how interrupts and

exception handling can be added to the model. In [137], we discuss how

ConAn can be used to test interrupts and timed waits.

4.4.4 Multiple Threads and Locks

Although the model can be used to represent multiple threads and locks

(as illustrated in Figure 4.2), it is clear that a diagrammatic view can

quickly become quite complex. The purpose of the Petri Net model of

Java concurrency presented in this chapter is not to create a graphical

representation of any number of threads and locks. The purpose of the

model is to identify the states and transitions of a single thread and lock

with the view to identifying failures in concurrent components. This

differs from the approach of Delzanno et al. [30] in which they model

global synchronisation of threads using multi-transfer nets. In their case,

they are not aiming to develop a failure classification, but a formal model

of Java’s global synchronisation primitives.
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A Classification and Analysis
of Concurrency Failures

5.1 Introduction

This chapter uses the model created in Chapter 4 to derive a classification

and analysis of concurrency failures. The analysis considers the ways in

which concurrency problems may arise from deviations to the thread

behaviour captured by the model.

Following the HAZOP hazard/safety analysis technique, failure condi-

tions are identified for each of the transitions. HAZOP has been used

and developed over approximately four decades for ‘identifying potential

hazards and operability problems’ caused by ‘deviations from the design

intent’ of both new and existing process plants. HAZOP was invented

by ICI in the United Kingdom, but the technique only started to be

more widely used within the chemical process industry after the Flixbor-

ough chemical plant disaster [42] and was subsequently adopted by the

petroleum industry, which has a similar potential for major disasters.

The technique was then adopted by the food and water industries, where

the hazard potential is as great, but of a different nature, the concerns

being more to do with contamination rather than explosions or chem-

ical releases. The technique has since been applied to many industries

including the electronics and software industry [1, 14, 110]. It has not
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been applied to identifying failures in concurrent programs prior to this

thesis. The HAZOP procedure involves taking a full description of a

process and systematically questioning every part of it to establish how

deviations from the design intent can arise. Once identified, an assess-

ment is made as to whether such deviations and their consequences can

have a negative effect upon the safe and efficient operation of the system.

Using a HAZOP style of analysis, each transition of the Petri Net model

developed in Chapter 4 is analysed for two deviations using the following

“guide phrases”: 1) failure to fire the transition, and 2) erroneous firing

of the transition. The correct transition firings plus the two deviations

form a complete set of transition firings. For each transition, the cause

of the failure and conditions under which they can occur, in Java, are

discussed. Further discussion includes verification notes describing tools

and techniques that can be used to detect the transition failure. From

this analysis, failure coverage can be identified for tools and techniques

(e.g. ConAn) that attempt to verify concurrent components.

5.2 Application of HAZOP

Table 5.1 summarises the results of applying a HAZOP technique to the

analysis of transition failures. Each transition is analysed in turn for

the failure-to-fire and erroneous-firing deviations. An interpretation is

given for the deviation in terms of the Java concurrency model. That

is, request mutual exclusion upon arrival at a synchronised method or

block (transition T1), receive a lock upon entry to the synchronised block

(transition T2), suspending via a call to wait (transition T3), leave the

critical section upon exiting the synchronised block (transition T4), or

notified upon another thread calling notify or notifyAll (transition

T5). Failure-to-fire is interpreted to mean that the transition does not

occur at all. Erroneous firing is interpreted to mean that the transition

occurs at a time when it should not, either too early or too late, or

instead of the correct transition (if other transitions are possible). Both

of these interpretations cover premature or delayed firing. With failure-
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Trans-

ition

Devi-

ation

Interpr-

etation

Cause Co-effectors Consequences

T1 Failure
to fire
T1
(FF-T1)

Thread
never gets
mutex
access.

1. No call to
synchronized.
2. Locks wrong
object.

Another thread
accesses the
shared variable
simultaneously.

Interference.

Erroneous
firing of
T1
(EF-T1)

1. Mutex
access too
early.
2. Mutex
access too
late.

1. synchronized

called before
mutex required.
2. Earlier
statements access
shared variables.

1. None.
2. See FF-T1.

1. Delay.
2. See FF-T1.

T2 Failure
to fire
T2
(FF-T2)

Thread
never
receives a
lock.

1. Lock held by
another thread.
2. JVM never
serves lock to
thread.

1. Thread
owning lock
never releases it.
2. JVM unfair.

1. Deadlock.
2. Starvation.

Erroneous
firing of
T2
(EF-T2)

Lock
acquired too
early or too
late.

JVM failure. Not applicable. Not applicable.

T3 Failure
to fire
T3
(FF-T3)

Thread
never
suspends.

Call to wait does
not occur.

None. Incoincidence.

Erroneous
firing of
T3
(EF-T3)

1. Thread
suspends too
early.
2. Thread
suspends too
late.

Incorrect time to
call wait.

None. Incoincidence.

T4 Failure
to fire
T4
(FF-T4)

Thread
never leaves
critical
section (CS).

1. Endless loop or
awaiting input.
2. Waits instead.
3. Loops on wait.
4. Requests lock
(see FF-T2).

1. None.
2. None.
3. Competing
threads always
get priority.
4. See FF-T2.

1. Co-effector for
FF-T2.
2. Incoincidence.
3. Starvation.
4. See FF-T2.

Erroneous
firing of
T4
(EF-T4)

1. Leaves CS
too early.
2. Leaves CS
too late.
3. Leaves CS
instead of
waiting.

1. Subsequent
statements access
shared variables.
2. No shared
access required on
prior statements.
3. See FF-T3.

1. Another
thread accesses
shared variable
simultaneously.
2. None.
3. See FF-T3.

1. Interference.
2. Delay.
3. See FF-T3.

T5 Failure
to fire
T5
(FF-T5)

Thread is
never
notified.

1. No thread calls
notify.
2. notify vs.
notifyAll.
3. Unfair
selection by JVM.

1. None.
2. Progress
depends on
notified thread.
3. Always
another thread
waiting.

1. Dormancy.
2. Dormancy.
3. Starvation.
In all cases, co-
effector for FF-
T2 if lock held.

Erroneous
firing of
T5
(EF-T5)

Thread is
notified too
early or too
late.

Notification
occurs at wrong
time.

None. Incoincidence.

Table 5.1: Concurrency failure classification
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to-fire the focus is on the effect of the transition not occurring, whereas

with erroneous firing the focus is on the effect of the transition occurring.

The cause of the deviation is dependent on whether the transition is under

the control of the thread itself (T1, T3, T4) or whether the transition is

controlled by the JVM in response to an action taken by a thread (T2,

T5). In the former case, the source of the deviation is obviously in the

thread code and possible code faults are considered. In the latter case,

the source of the deviation lies either in the JVM or another thread. The

JVM is assumed to conform to its specification.

The co-effectors in Table 5.1 describe any extra conditions that are re-

quired for one of the hazardous consequences to arise. When dynamically

testing for the occurrence of the hazard, the co-effectors will have to be

produced also.

The following hazardous consequences are considered (see Section 1.6 for

a detailed description of each of these).

• Interference through not obtaining mutual exclusion when required.

• Deadlock through trying to acquire a lock that another thread

owns.

• Dormancy through waiting without notification.

• Starvation through never receiving a lock from the JVM.

• Process synchronisation failure (or incoincidence1) through the com-

ponent not completing calls at the correct time (i.e. not meeting

its specification).

In addition, efficiency concerns such as delays through unnecessary syn-

chronisation are noted. Livelock relating specifically to concurrency (i.e.

two threads continually executing code trying to enter their critical sec-

tion) is not considered because that is under the control of the JVM

which is assumed to function correctly.

1From ‘incoincident’ – not agreeing in time, in place, or principle [117].
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Where particular causes, co-effectors, or consequences are related, nu-

meric labels are used to link them. Each transition failure includes a

section on Verification Notes, which discusses tools and techniques for

detecting the failure (categorised under Code Inspection, Static Analy-

sis, and Dynamic Analysis). This takes the place of mitigations in a

traditional HAZOP table and reflects the fact that conditions are being

derived for the suitability of a verification strategy. An explanation of

the entry for each transition failure now follows.

5.3 Transition T1 Failures

5.3.1 Failure to Fire T1 (FF-T1)

Failing to fire transition T1 means the thread fails to enter a synchronised

block for mutually exclusive access to the shared resource. The Java

statement that causes transition T1 to fire is the synchronized block.

Its general syntax is synchronized(someObject) {...}, which consists

of two elements, the synchronized keyword and an object (in this case

someObject) upon which the lock will be held2. Thus, failure to gain

mutually exclusive access can occur in two ways.

1. The synchronized block is not called.

2. The wrong object is locked.

This could potentially lead to interference if more than one thread ac-

cesses the shared resource simultaneously.

Verification Notes

Code Inspection Visual code inspection for interference is feasible for

simple components, but becomes difficult for complex components that

2Note that a synchronised method provides equivalent behaviour where the object
locked is this.
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make call-outs to other classes. Keeping track of which classes access

particular shared variables, especially if those variables are defined as

public, can prove tedious and error-prone.

Static Analysis FSP [99] is a machine-readable algebraic notation

used to describe process models. LTS (Labeled Transition System) is

a state-machine representation of an FSP process and can be analysed

using the LTSA model-checking tool. LTSA supports specification an-

imation to facilitate interactive exploration of system behaviour. To

detect interference using the LTSA tool, the tester must manually create

a model of the program in FSP. The model must be at the level of store

accesses which requires a process definition that describes the read and

write accesses to a store location (variable).

Jlint [3, 86] is a static program checker that is fast in execution and

requires no special tool knowledge to operate. Jlint attempts to find bugs

in Java programs by analysing Java byte code. To detect interference,

Jlint builds the closure of all methods that can be executed concurrently.

The obvious candidates are synchronised methods and the run method

of classes implementing the Runnable interface or inherited from the

Thread class. Then, all other methods that can be invoked from these

methods are marked as concurrent. This process repeats until no more

methods can be added to the concurrent closure. Jlint does not have any

notion of shared reading so reports errors in these cases. Jlint attempts to

detect the following specific code patterns, which may cause interference.

• Synchronised methods that are overridden by non-synchronised

methods of a derived class.

• Methods that are called by different threads and are not synchro-

nised.

• Shared variables accessible by different threads.

• Methods implementing the Runnable interface and not synchro-

nised.
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• Lock variables changed outside synchronisation or constructor.

• Lock variables changed by the owning thread.

FindBugs [76, 77] is a static analysis tool written in Java with similar

goals to Jlint. It analyses Java byte code for potential concurrency bugs.

Like Jlint, it is easy to use and apply in practice. To detect interference,

FindBugs checks for the following coding patterns.

• Double-checked locking [6].

• Unsynchronised get method. Get and set methods where the get is

unsynchronised while the set is synchronised.

• Fields that are accessed in an inconsistent manner with respect

to locking. Within a class, FindBugs looks for variables that are

locked in some places and not others, in which case an error is

reported.

• Synchronisation on objects read from modified fields. This could

lead to interference if threads were waiting on an earlier instance

of the class.

JPF [59, 134] combines model-checking techniques with techniques for

dealing with large or infinite spaces. It uses the Eraser algorithm to

analyse the set of locks that each thread has acquired before accessing

each shared variable to detect potential data races. Even if a particu-

lar execution does not uncover an error, the execution trace is statically

analysed to determine if interference is possible given the trace informa-

tion.

Dynamic Analysis ConAn can be used to unleash multiple threads

in an attempt to detect interference. ConAn, like most dynamic analysis

tools, cannot guarantee that interference will be detected since it does

not have sufficient control at the scheduler level over the interleaving of

threads.
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JProbe Threadalyzer [125] is a dynamic analysis tool that provides a

graphical view of thread states. Its lock coverage analyser helps develop-

ers reduce the likelihood of a data race by tracking lock covers that can

cause data races.

RaceFinder [38] and ConTest [37, 78] instrument the code under test

with concurrency primitives that are intended to affect thread scheduling

in an attempt to produce execution sequences that uncover concurrency

errors. ConTest uses an algorithm to create noise and increase the chance

of revealing interference. ConTest supports several heuristics. The replay

feature of ConTest increases the likelihood that the same interference will

reoccur. This is to aid debugging once interference has been detected.

5.3.2 Erroneous Firing of T1 (EF-T1)

Erroneous firing of transition T1 occurs when a thread gains mutually

exclusive access to one or more statements when it is too early (not

required) or too late. The ‘too early’ case is not necessarily a serious

problem because it simply introduces inefficiency into the component.

The ‘too late’ case implies that statements immediately prior to gaining

mutual exclusion may require protection. In this case, interference may

result if other threads simultaneously access the unprotected shared vari-

ables. This is not considered further since interference has already been

discussed in the failure-to-fire case.

Verification Notes

The Bandera toolset [27, 58] takes as input Java source code and a for-

malized software requirement, and generates a program model and spec-

ification in the input language of one of several existing model-checking

tools. Some tools, such as Bandera, determine whether single-threaded

access is possible by taking into account a particular use of the compo-

nent. That is, they require a main method and analyse the component in

the context of a particular program. This approach is useful if it is un-
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clear whether the component is being used in a multi-threaded context.

Other tools (e.g. ConAn) assume that a component will be accessed by

multiple threads, so all (potentially) shared variables should be synchro-

nised. ConAn tests the component for all possible concurrent uses of the

component. This means some inefficiencies may exist in a component

which is used in a program that is not accessed by multiple threads. In

practice, the inefficiency is usually of no concern.

Code Inspection Code should be inspected for situations where vari-

ables are only shared for reading. No synchronisation is required in these

cases.

Static Analysis The author is not aware of any static analysis tools

that deal with this problem.

Dynamic Analysis The author is not aware of any dynamic analysis

tools that deal with this problem.

5.4 Transition T2 Failures

5.4.1 Failure to Fire T2 (FF-T2)

Failure to fire transition T2 occurs when a request for an object lock is

never granted. This failure can occur in two ways:

1. The thread never acquires an object lock because the lock is per-

manently held by another thread. This may happen because the

thread holding the lock is waiting for user input and no input is

ever received, is in an endless loop, is deadlocked or is dormant3.

2. The JVM is not fair when handing out locks. If there is high con-

tention and there is always more than one thread requesting a lock,

3In the case of dormancy, the thread must be holding the lock on an object that
is different to the object upon which it is waiting.
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it is possible that one or more threads are never served a lock. This

is very difficult to detect as it depends on timing of thread requests.

Since the JVM is not required to be fair, this could be a potential

problem where many waiting threads are involved. Further details

of a particular JVM implementation would be required to deter-

mine if the potential problem can occur in practice, for example, if

a particular implementation uses a first-in first-out queue for wait-

ing threads.

Verification Notes

Only the first form of failure will be considered because the second form

of failure relates to the JVM implementation and scheduling, which is

not under the programmer’s control. However, a fault in the JVM may

manifest itself as this kind of failure, but the intention is to detect failures

in Java components, not in the JVM itself.

Code Inspection It is possible to detect potential deadlock in simple

components by manually constructing the lock graph and looking for

cycles (see Section 1.6.2).

Static Analysis To detect deadlock using the LTSA tool, the tester

must manually create a model of the program in FSP. Deadlock is mod-

elled by a state with no outgoing transitions. Deadlock analysis of a

model involves performing an exhaustive search of the labeled transition

system for such states. If none are found, the model is shown to be

deadlock-free.

Bandera uses the SPIN model checker to detect cycles in the lock graph

causing deadlock. A graphical user interface is presented to the tester

from which the file to be analysed is selected. After SPIN is finished

checking the generated model, Bandera will determine whether an error

trace has been found. If so, code display windows are created for each
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thread and for the counter-example (error trace). The tester can then

step forward and backward through the counter-example.

JPF uses the LockTree algorithm to examine the order in which threads

acquire locks to detect potential deadlocks. As with interference, even if

an execution does not uncover deadlock, execution traces are statically

analysed to determine if there is a possibility of deadlock.

To detect deadlock, Jlint builds a lock graph with classes as vertices.

Ideally, the vertices would be objects since these are the locked resources,

but instances of classes are not known at compile time. Therefore, the

only kind of analysis that Jlint is able to perform is analysis of inter-

class dependencies. Deadlock is possible only if there is a cycle in the

lock graph. This condition is necessary, but not sufficient for deadlock

to occur (see Section 1.6.2). Therefore, Jlint can only produce messages

about deadlock possibility. Jlint attempts to find the following code

patterns with reference to this transition failure.

• A thread calls a method that forms a loop in the class dependency

graph.

• A thread calls wait whilst holding the lock of another object. This

may potentially lead to deadlock.

Dynamic Analysis ConAn can only detect deadlock if it occurs during

a test run. ConAn is not guaranteed to detect deadlock if it depends on

the interleaving of threads (which are not under ConAn’s control).

RaceFinder and ConTest apply code instrumentation techniques and

heuristics (as discussed in FF-T1) to detect deadlock. To aid the debug-

ging of deadlock, ConTest generates an execution report that contains

the following information: 1) a list of threads waiting on a given lock, 2)

for each lock, the thread holding it, and 3) the current line number of

each thread.

JProbe Threadalyzer provides an easy-to-use visual display to present

deadlock information. The lock order analyser predicts possible dead-
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locks by tracking the order in which locks are acquired, and reporting

cases where concurrent threads need to hold the same lock at the same

time. The hold lock while waiting analyser locates code that has a high

risk of deadlock because of dubious multi-threaded programming prac-

tices. It does this by showing threads that are holding locks whilst waiting

for notification.

5.4.2 Erroneous Firing of T2 (EF-T2)

Firing of transition T2 is under control of the JVM. In this analysis it is

assumed that the JVM is implemented correctly, so the only considera-

tion need be whether another thread has released the lock prematurely.

This failure is covered by EF-T3 and EF-T4.

5.5 Transition T3 Failures

5.5.1 Failure to Fire T3 (FF-T3)

Failure to fire T3 means that a thread failed to enter the wait state

when it was required to, that is, wait was not called. This indicates

incorrect operation of the component by way of a process synchronisa-

tion fault. Using the producer-consumer monitor (see Section 1.2) with

a size of one (i.e. a one-character buffer) as an example, two subse-

quent calls to put a character into the buffer should result in the second

call being suspended in the wait set. Failure to do so could lead to an

IndexOutOfBoundsException in this case.

Verification Notes

Code Inspection An obvious approach would be to check that wait

is called under the correct conditions.

Static Analysis Jlint will report if a wait is not contained within

a synchronised block. Failure to fix this bug will result in a runtime
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exception being thrown.

FindBugs detects calls to wait that are not in a loop and any uncon-

ditional calls to wait. In both cases, after the initial call to wait, the

thread gains automatic re-entry into the critical section without checking

whether the condition for re-entry is satisfied, thus potentially leading to

this failure.

Dynamic Analysis ConAn can detect whether a thread fails to enter

the wait state, by forcing threads to execute a sequence of calls that

require at least one of them to wait. A thread that fails to enter the wait

state will complete before it should.

5.5.2 Erroneous Firing of T3 (EF-T3)

Erroneous firing of transition T3 represents the incorrect functioning of

the component by way of a process synchronisation fault. For example,

the producer-consumer monitor (see Section 1.2) with a size of one (i.e.

a single character buffer) that already contains a character should allow

a consumer thread to retrieve the character. Calling get on the buffer

should not suspend the thread in the wait set.

Verification Notes

Code Inspection An obvious approach is to check that wait is called

only under the correct conditions. Also, the correct use of notify com-

pared with notifyAll should be checked.

Static Analysis FindBugs detects calls to wait that are not in a loop

and any unconditional calls to wait. It would be unusual for a thread to

wait unconditionally because it may be able to enter the critical section

immediately. Also, a thread may have to check the entry condition several

times, so a loop is often necessary. Note that neither case necessarily

leads to EF-T3, but they are potential indicators.
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Dynamic Analysis Similar to the failure to fire case, ConAn can ex-

ecute a sequence of calls that is not expected to suspend any threads.

The completion times of each call in the sequence can be checked to en-

sure that threads completed at the correct time and were not erroneously

suspended. ConAn cannot determine the fault that caused this failure.

That is, it cannot distinguish between threads that are suspended in

the wait set, deadlocked or livelocked. Running JProbe Threadalyzer on

the ConAn test driver could assist with determining the reason for the

failure.

5.6 Transition T4 Failures

5.6.1 Failure to Fire T4 (FF-T4)

Failure to fire transition T4 occurs when:

1. A thread executes forever inside its critical section or waits indefi-

nitely for user input.

2. A thread erroneously fires transition T3 and enters the wait state

instead (see EF-T3).

3. A thread is caught in a wait loop. Consider a thread woken by

a call to notify or notifyAll, but another thread accesses the

critical section first, potentially causing the woken thread to fail its

re-entry condition causing it to wait again. A wait loop involves

the transition cycle T3 → T5 → T2 → T3. Transition T4 is never

fired.

4. A thread requests a lock that it never obtains (see FF-T2). In this

case, it already holds a lock and the requested lock is different to

that already held (and is unavailable, hence FF-T2).

Other threads may be deadlocked if they are waiting for a lock held by

one of these threads (see FF-T2). Items 2 and 4 are detailed in EF-T3
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and FF-T2, respectively. Item 3 depends on the implementation of the

JVM, so is not discussed further. Since item 1 has not been discussed in

this chapter, the following verification notes deal with that item only.

Verification Notes

Code Inspection To inspect code for the possibility of non-termination,

one has to check if there are any situations in which an endless loop can

result. Additionally, user input should not be requested from within a

critical section (whilst a lock is held).

Static Analysis FindBugs can detect unsynchronised busy-wait loops.

Programmers unfamiliar with Java’s concurrency primitives may try to

perform inter-thread communication by doing an unsynchronised busy-

wait loop by reading a field and waiting for it to be set to an expected

value by another thread. In the worst case, an infinite loop may result.

Dynamic Analysis By creating a test sequence and checking thread

completion times, a ConAn test driver can detect threads that complete

after they are supposed to or never. However, ConAn cannot determine

the reason for the thread not terminating (e.g. livelock, dormancy or

deadlock), although in certain cases this can be derived from the dis-

played output. Running JProbe Threadalyzer on the ConAn test driver

could assist with determining the reason for the failure.

5.6.2 Erroneous Firing of T4 (EF-T4)

Erroneous firing of transition T4 occurs when the thread releases the

object lock prematurely (i.e. the ‘too early’ case) or ‘too late’. The ‘too

early’ case includes: 1) leaving a synchronised block when subsequent

statements require mutual exclusion, including reassigning a variable that

was holding an object lock (see FF-T1), and 2) firing T4 instead of T3,

that is, the thread leaves the critical section rather than suspending in

the wait set (see FF-T3).
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Firing T4 too late implies mutual exclusion is not required on statements

immediately prior to exiting the critical section. This merely introduces

some inefficiencies (delay) into the component. Verification notes for this

were already discussed in EF-T1.

Verification Notes

Code Inspection One can visually check that synchronised blocks cor-

respond to critical sections (see FF-T1) and that the wait conditions are

correct (see FF-T3).

Static Analysis See FF-T1 and FF-T3.

Dynamic Analysis ConAn can be used to execute a test sequence

in which the completion time of calls are checked. This would detect

the failure to fire transition T3 (see FF-T3), but not the potential for

interference (see FF-T1).

5.7 Transition T5 Failures

5.7.1 Failure to Fire T5 (FF-T5)

Failure to fire transition T5 occurs when:

• No thread calls notify whilst this thread is suspended in the wait

set. This includes the case in which there is only one thread in the

system and thus waits forever.

• A call to notify is made rather than a call to notifyAll. For

example, if two threads, T1 and T2 are in the wait set and notify

is called by an executing thread. If the notified thread fails to re-

enter the critical section because it does not satisfy the re-entry

condition, it waits again. Even though one of the threads may be

able to proceed, notify only wakes one of them. Further progress
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of the system may have been dependent on the notified thread exe-

cuting its critical section and then notifying any remaining waiting

threads.

• There is always more than one waiting thread, notify calls are

made by executing threads, but the JVM may never select a par-

ticular waiting thread. This is not considered further since it is

based on the implementation and scheduling of the JVM which is

considered to be out of scope. However, possible solutions to this

include the use of notifyAll instead of notify, or to implement, in

code, a mechanism to notify the head of a queue of waiting threads.

Verification Notes

Code Inspection An obvious approach would be to visually check

that notify or notifyAll are called under the correct conditions. One

should also check that notifyAll has been used instead of notify when

all threads need to be woken.

Static Analysis Jlint will report if a notify is not contained within

a synchronised block. Failure to fix this bug will result in a runtime

exception being thrown.

Dynamic Analysis ConAn can be used to run a test driver that checks

completion times of calls. In addition, ConAn can be used to detect the

incorrect use of notify versus notifyAll. The tester should attempt

to suspend threads of different types in the wait set. If the component

can be put into a state where suspended threads cannot re-enter their

synchronised block, this failure will result. However, the selection of

notified threads is dependent on the implementation of the JVM, so this

failure is not guaranteed to be detected by ConAn.
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5.7.2 Erroneous Firing of T5 (EF-T5)

Erroneous firing of transition T5 occurs when the thread prematurely

re-enters the critical section (wakes up too early) or wakes up too late.

For example, a consumer thread may be waiting on an empty buffer

when another thread erroneously notifies the consumer thread. If there

is still no character in the buffer, and the thread somehow (erroneously)

passes the monitor re-entry condition, a failure results. In this case, an

IndexOutOfBoundsException would be thrown.

Verification Notes

Code Inspection An obvious approach is to ensure that notify or

notifyAll are called under the correct conditions.

Static Analysis FindBugs reports all uses of an unconditional notify

or notifyAll in the code under test. Unconditional calls should be

checked carefully through code inspection.

Dynamic Analysis ConAn can be used to execute a test sequence

that puts at least one thread in the wait set. For each of the suspended

threads, the completion time of the call can be checked to ensure threads

stay suspended until the correct time.

5.8 Discussion

5.8.1 Faults and Failures

Previous research into concurrency problems has tended to focus on col-

lecting lists of specific coding faults (or bug patterns) rather than identi-

fying failures [23, 41, 55]. Bug patterns are coding faults that commonly

occur in practice. Hence, a tool or technique that focuses on detecting

bug patterns is likely to be useful for detecting those patterns that pre-

sumably occur in practice. However, a technique based on bug patterns
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is unlikely to detect faults that have not been documented as patterns.

The approach taken in this thesis is to identify failures rather than faults.

From the concurrency model presented in the previous chapter, a clas-

sification of concurrency failures based on transition firings is proposed.

The HAZOP approach is useful to assist with identifying the ways in

which coding faults and erroneous multi-threaded interactions can give

rise to the transition failures. Complexity of the analysis is significantly

reduced by focusing on concurrent components rather than entire sys-

tems. The component must be tested under the assumption of multiple

thread access to ensure it is correct for any possible concurrent use of

the component.

5.8.2 Incoincidence and Dormancy

Incoincidence is defined as a condition synchronisation failure in which a

component call completes at the wrong time, including not at all. This

means that dormancy is a type of incoincidence where the call never com-

pletes, specifically remaining in the object’s wait set. Dormancy results

from a thread failing to be notified (FF-T5). Of course, other incoinci-

dence failures can lead to dormancy, for example, after an erroneous call

to wait (EF-T3) it is possible that the waiting thread is never notified.

5.8.3 Failures Detected by ConAn

ConAn (with an adequate test case selection strategy) appears strong

at detecting process synchronisation failures and incoincidence failures

(including dormancy). These failures are EF-T3, FF-T3, EF-T4, FF-T4,

EF-T5, FF-T5. Failures FF-T1 and FF-T2 can sometimes be detected

by ConAn (but not always) since they can occur because of incorrect

interleavings of statements, which are at a more granular level than Co-

nAn can control. ConAn can control in which time interval method calls

are made, but cannot control how threads interact within the same time

interval. This means that ConAn is good at detecting dormancy and
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incoincidence in a single test run, but may require many executions of a

test sequence to detect interference or deadlock.

Based on the strengths of the various tools and techniques to detect

particular failures, the next chapter proposes a method for verifying con-

current components that combines a number of tools and techniques.

Dynamic testing tools are supplemented with static analysis tools to

provide full transition failure coverage.



Chapter 6

A Method for Verifying
Concurrent Java Components

6.1 Introduction

Experience with ConAn (refer to Section 3.4) indicates its usefulness

for verifying concurrent components through the use of dynamic testing.

However from Chapter 5, it is also clear that ConAn does not cover all

failures in concurrent components. In this chapter, a method for verifying

concurrent components is presented and discussed. The method, CrOM

(Concurrency Observation Method), consists of a combination of static

and dynamic techniques and is applied to a number of mutant monitors

to demonstrate typical applications of the method. Static techniques

are chosen where no effective means of detecting the failure dynamically

exists, or where static analysis is clearly a superior approach.

Whilst there are many techniques for verifying concurrent software and

systems (as discussed in Chapter 2), some are difficult to apply in prac-

tice, lack tool support, or do not cover all failures identified in the con-

currency model introduced in Chapter 4.

To select appropriate techniques and tools for CrOM, consideration for

the environment in which it will be used is needed. The method is in-

tended to be applied to concurrent components in industry. Where pos-

sible, techniques that can be automated and incorporated into a regular

97
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build process, such as that existing at the authors place of work (Oracle

Corporation), are preferred.

Automated software development tools, such as continuous integration

[44] combined with unit testing [47], are gaining in popularity and go a

long way to assisting large-scale software systems development efforts. In

particular, extreme programming and other agile development method-

ologies advocate a strict approach to unit testing as part of the software

development process [10, 81]. The application development team at Or-

acle Corporation utilises continuous integration, unit testing and code

coverage tools in its software build environment. Whilst unit testing

tools exist for sequential programs, there are currently very few methods

and tools for the systematic, dynamic unit testing of concurrent software

components.

Hence, in addition to fault and failure detection capabilities, another

criterion for selecting the tools for CrOM is that they should be easily

integrated into an automated build process and easy to apply in practice.

The aim of CrOM is for it to be used by software developers and testers

in industry to verify multi-threaded components without the need for

specialist training or knowledge of advanced theoretical concepts.

To this end, FindBugs [76] was chosen for most static analysis detection

steps (particularly to support interference detection) because it is easy

to install and run, is platform-independent1, detects a large number of

potential concurrency bugs, and is continuously being improved. Jlint

[3, 86] is the other static analysis tool used in CrOM. It is selected for

its ability to detect deadlock cycles. ConAn is used for dynamic analy-

sis testing because it detects failures that other tools cannot easily and

reliably detect (e.g. process synchronisation failures). In addition, con-

struction and execution of a ConAn test script is similar to sequential

dynamic unit testing approaches; making it easy to use and incorporate

into automated build systems.

In this chapter, CrOM is described in such detail that it can be applied

1FindBugs is written in Java.
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repeatedly with consistent results. The method is explored by applying

it to an implementation of the well-known readers-writers problem and

a number of variants (or mutants) of that implementation. Mutation

analysis [139] assesses test quality by examining the ability of a test

set to distinguish syntactic deviations introduced by applying mutation

operators. Mutation analysis is used in this case to explore the steps in

CrOM.

Although in practice it would be expected that users modify the method

to suit their experience and application domain, CrOM is presented as

rigorously as possible, so that the result of the exploration is as objective

as possible. The results of the exploration of applying CrOM to the

mutants is presented and discussed.

6.2 The Readers-Writers Monitor

This section introduces a version of the readers-writers monitor that was

used in Section 3.4.4, which gives writer threads priority over waiting

reader threads. It is described in detail here, and will be used as the

example throughout this chapter. The readers-writers problem involves

a shared resource that is read by reader threads (the readers) and written

to by writer threads (the writers) [99]. To prevent readers and writers

interfering with each other, individual writers must be given exclusive

access to the resource, locking out other writers and readers. However,

as reading does not result in interference, multiple readers may access

the resource concurrently. A monitor is used to control this access to the

resource. Typical Java code for such a monitor is given in Figure 6.1.

The monitor state is maintained through three variables: writing is a

boolean that is true if and only if a writer has access to the resource,

the integer readers represents the number of readers currently accessing

the resource, and the integer writersWaiting represents the number of

writers waiting for access to the resource.

The startWrite method is required to be executed prior to a writer
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class ReaderWriter {

private int readers = 0;

private boolean writing = false;

private int writersWaiting = 0;

// Start Read routine

public synchronized void startRead()

throws InterruptedException {

while (writing||(writersWaiting>0)){

wait();

}

++readers;

}

// End Read routine

public synchronized void endRead() {

--readers;

if (readers == 0) {

notifyAll();

}

}

// Start Write routine

public synchronized void startWrite()

throws InterruptedException {

++writersWaiting;

while (writing || (readers != 0)) {

wait();

}

writing = true;

--writersWaiting;

}

// End Write routine

public synchronized void endWrite() {

writing = false;

notifyAll();

}

}

Figure 6.1: Java code for the readers-writers monitor
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gaining mutually exclusive access (to write) to a shared resource. The

endWrite method is required to be executed when the writer no longer

requires access to the shared resource. Only one writer can have access

to the resource at a time; if a second writer seeks access by executing

the startWritemethod it will satisfy the condition of the while-loop (as

writing will be true) and hence execute a wait. Similarly, if a writer

seeks access to the resource by executing the startWrite method when

one or more readers currently have access to the resource, a wait will also

be executed as readers will be non-zero. As a consequence of waiting,

writersWaiting will become positive.

The startRead method is required to be executed prior to a reader gain-

ing access (to read) a shared resource. The endRead method is required

to be executed when the reader no longer requires access to the shared

resource. Many readers can access the shared resource at the same time.

If another reader seeks access by executing the startRead method, pro-

vided there are no writers waiting (i.e. writersWaiting is 0) it will

fail the condition of the while-loop and hence complete execution of the

method and gain access to the resource. However, if a reader executes the

startReadmethod when a writer currently has access to the resource (in

which case writing is true) or when there are writers waiting (in which

case writersWaiting is positive), the condition of the while-loop will be

satisfied and the reader will execute a wait. In effect, this implementa-

tion of the monitor gives writers priority; if both readers and writers are

waiting for access to the resource, preference is given to writers.

6.3 CrOM

Figure 6.2 summarises the steps in CrOM. The first four steps of CrOM

are concerned with detecting interference (see Section 1.6.1), specifically

failure-to-fire transition T1 (FF-T1). The erroneous-firing of transition

T1 (EF-T1) is not checked since the component is assumed to be accessed

by multiple threads, hence, any firing of transition T1 is assumed neces-

sary. This means some inefficiencies may exist in a component which is
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1. Check for interference (FF-T1).

Step 1. Execute FindBugs and review warnings of inconsistent
synchronisation.

Step 2. Ensure that shared variables are protected by synchro-
nised blocks.

Step 3. Ensure that lock references are not reassigned.

Step 4. Ensure that shared variables are properly encapsulated.

2. Check for deadly embrace (FF-T2).

Step 5. Execute Jlint and review warnings of deadlock cycles.

Step 6. Build a lock graph to check the absence of deadlock cycles.

3. Test the component for correct process synchronisation.

Step 7. Check the use of notifications (FF-T5, EF-T5).

Step 8. Check the entry and exit conditions of condition synchro-
nisations (FF-T3, EF-T3).

Step 9. Construct and execute a ConAn test driver to test the
process synchronisation behaviour of the component, includ-
ing the call completion times of its operations (FF-T2, FF-T3,

EF-T3, FF-T4, EF-T4, FF-T5, EF-T5).

Figure 6.2: Overview of CrOM
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used in a program that is not accessed by multiple threads. In practice,

the inefficiency is usually of no concern. CrOM detects interference using

a combination of code inspection and automatic static analysis.

Step 1. Execute FindBugs and review any warnings of incon-

sistent synchronisation.

The FindBugs tool searches Java classes for instances of bug pat-

terns. A bug pattern is a code segment that may be erroneous. The

tool reports a list of the classes analysed and the bug patterns de-

tected, reporting their location in the source code. To assist in the

detection of interference, FindBugs must have the Locked Fields de-

tector turned on. After running FindBugs, code inspection should

be used to determine if the bug pattern is, in fact, an error (see

Step 2). The inspection step is important because the tool may, in

certain circumstances, fail to identify a synchronisation fault, since

not all faults can be detected by automatic static analysis.

Step 2. Ensure that shared variables are protected by synchro-

nised blocks.

Since interference results from unsynchronised access to shared

variables, this step seeks to avoid interference by ensuring that

a shared variable is always accessed within a synchronised block,

and that each such access to that variable is synchronised on the

same object. Any static shared variable must be synchronised on

a static (or class) lock.

Step 3. Ensure that lock references are not reassigned.

A synchronised block of code names the object that it locks during

the execution of the block. The object is named in the usual way

via a reference variable. This step checks that the lock reference is

not reassigned. Ensuring all lock variables are declared final will

prevent reassignment. This step can be skipped for components
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that use only synchronised methods2.

Step 4. Ensure that shared variables are properly encapsulated.

An instance variable that has public or package scope can be ac-

cessed by any thread that accesses its object. If the variable is

shared then this presents an obvious loophole to Step 2. Encapsu-

lating the variable by declaring it private ensures that it can only

be accessed by the synchronised methods of the defining class, and

further, in the case of a subclass, Step 2 should detect unsynchro-

nised access to any variables of the subclass.

This concludes the explanation of Steps 1 to 4 of CrOM, which are con-

cerned with detecting interference. The next two steps are concerned

with detecting deadly embrace (see Section 1.6.2) and, again, a combi-

nation of code inspection and automatic static analysis is used. These

steps partially cover the transition failure-to-fire transition T2 (FF-T2).

Only partial coverage is achieved because failure to acquire a lock is not

always caused by deadly embrace. The erroneous firing of transition T2

(EF-T2) is not considered since it is assumed that the JVM operates

correctly (i.e. does not hand out locks to threads not requesting them).

A simple form of deadly embrace occurs when two or more threads are

unable to make progress because each is waiting for a lock that is held by

another. A typical instance of such a deadlock cycle is when a thread A

holds a lock that is required by a thread B, and B itself holds a lock that

is required by A. Such a deadlock cycle can exist only if there are two

or more locks in use, so Steps 5 and 6 can be skipped if this condition is

not met.

Step 5. Execute Jlint and review warnings of deadlock cycles.

Jlint [3, 86] can find errors in Java classes through static analysis

of the byte code. In the case of a complex component it is very

useful for automatically calculating lock graphs. However, if this

2In which case the object locked is this and, being a final variable, cannot be
reassigned.
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analysis results in the reporting of deadlock cycles, code inspection

as detailed in Step 6 must still be used to confirm this finding,

because in some circumstances Jlint reports faults where none exist.

Step 6. Build a lock graph to check the absence of deadlock

cycles.

A node is created in the graph for each distinct lock that is used

to synchronise a block. Then for each pair of nested synchronised

blocks a directed edge is drawn from the node that represents the

outer lock to the node that represents the inner lock. The existence

of a cycle in this graph means that a deadly embrace is possible.

The foregoing failures of interference and deadly embrace can be de-

tected without consideration of the functional requirements of the Java

component. However, syntactic checks by themselves cannot guarantee

the absence of several kinds of concurrency failure. For instance, when

method wait should be used, and when a notification should be made are

essentially semantic concerns. It follows that the identification of such

failures requires semantic analysis of the component. This can be done

by ensuring that calls to component operations suspend and complete

at the correct times, and, for this purpose, tool support is provided by

ConAn.

The final three steps of CrOM are concerned with testing that the compo-

nent under analysis meets its functional requirements, including correct

process synchronisation (i.e. absence from incoincidence and absence

from dormancy). A combination of code inspection and automatic static

and dynamic analysis is used to achieve this. These steps cover fail-

ures in any transitions where call completion times should be checked,

including FF-T3, EF-T3, FF-T4, EF-T4, FF-T5, and EF-T5. In some

cases failure-to-fire transition T2 (i.e. failure to acquire a lock) will be

detected, but this is not guaranteed.

Step 7. Check the use of notifications.
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Step 7 checks the correct notification of waiting threads. A call

to notify awakes at most one thread, however, fairness considera-

tions typically require the notification of all waiting threads using

notifyAll. This is a simple syntactic check that can be performed

by the FindBugs tool. However, code inspection is still required to

determine if the bug pattern really does represent a fault.

The following example describes a scenario in which a call to notify

rather than notifyAll causes dormancy (i.e. threads waiting un-

necessarily). Consider a scenario of exactly three threads. A reader

R and a writer W1 are both waiting on a writer W2. Let W2 execute

endWrite with a call to notify rather than notifyAll and then

terminate. If the JVM wakes thread R, and R is given access to

the monitor, then R must still satisfy the loop condition because

writersWaiting is positive by virtue of the waiting thread W1.

Hence, R waits again resulting in dormancy.

Step 8. Check the entry and exit conditions of condition syn-

chronisations.

A condition synchronisation is typically implemented as a ‘wait

loop’ within a synchronised block

while (C) {wait();}

The loop has an entry condition C and an exit condition !C . The

loop exit condition !C represents the desired synchronisation con-

dition, that is, the purpose of the wait loop is to delay thread

execution until !C is true. Suppose now a thread waits by calling

wait, and thereby releases the object lock, and then it subsequently

reacquires the lock. Since the active control point in the thread is

immediately after the wait call, the loop entry condition C must

be re-evaluated. This is just as desired, as it guarantees that the

synchronisation condition !C is always true if the loop terminates.

The FindBugs tool is able to detect unconditional calls to method
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wait, but, once again, code review is required to determine the

presence of an actual fault.

For example, if a conditional statement such as if(c){wait();}

were to replace the wait loop in the startRead and startWrite

methods of the ReaderWriter monitor of Figure 6.1, then the fol-

lowing scenario violates mutual exclusion. A writer thread W com-

pletes startWrite (and so writing). A reader thread R executes

startRead and joins the wait set (because writing). Thread W

completes endWrite and thread R is notified and awakes. Thread

W completes startWrite again (and so writing) and then thread

R completes startRead because the re-acquisition of the monitor

lock is not accompanied by a re-testing of the loop condition. The

result is a violation of mutual exclusion on the shared resource that

the readers-writers protocol is designed to control.

Step 9. Construct and execute a ConAn test driver to test pro-

cess synchronisation behaviour of the component.

Analysis from Chapter 5 reveals that ConAn is useful for detect-

ing process synchronisation failures and failures that cause calls to

complete at the wrong time (including not at all)3. These failures

are EF-T3, FF-T3, EF-T4, FF-T4, EF-T5, FF-T5. Not surpris-

ingly, Chapter 5 also reveals that transitions occur when concur-

rent statements are encountered during execution4. The ConAn

tool and technique was described in detail in Chapter 3. Its appli-

cation to the readers-writers monitor (Figure 6.1) follows.

1. Identify test conditions.

The test conditions for the readers-writers monitor are listed

in Figure 6.3 and were derived from a combination of white-

box and block-box techniques.

3That is, incoincidence and dormancy.
4Therefore, test condition identification is extended to include checks for coverage

of all concurrent statements in the component. In fact, we have found that our test
case selection strategy already achieves this for simple components.
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Iterations of the loop
startRead()

C1 0 iterations of the loop
C2 1 iteration of the loop
C3 multiple iterations of the loop

startWrite()

C4 0 iterations of the loop
C5 1 iteration of the loop
C6 multiple iterations of the loop

Processes waiting on the queue
endRead()

C7 no processes waiting
C8 one writer waiting
C9 one reader and one writer waiting
C10 multiple writers waiting
C11 multiple readers and writers waiting
C12 ’if’ statement entered
C13 ’if’ statement not entered

endWrite()

C14 no processes waiting
C15 one writer waiting
C16 one reader waiting
C17 one reader and one writer waiting
C18 multiple readers waiting
C19 multiple writers waiting
C20 multiple readers and writers waiting

Other interesting conditions
C21 multiple readers accessing
C22 writer priority

Figure 6.3: Test conditions for the readers-writers monitor
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time thread call output conditions call completion

1 T1 startRead() – C1 [1,2)
2 T2 startWrite() – C8 [3,4)
3 T1 endRead() – C5, C12 [3,4)

4 T2 endWrite() – – [4,5)

Table 6.1: A test sequence for the readers-writers monitor

Condition C9 would normally be one reader waiting (for the

endRead method), but this is not possible for this component

since multiple readers must be allowed to access the shared

resource if no writers are waiting. Condition C21 tests multiple

reader access.

Writer priority testing (C22) consists of checking the wakeup

times of suspended writers. For example, if a reader and writer

are suspended (C9, C17), the writer must be the next thread

to acquire access to the protected resource.

In this case there are 22 conditions to be tested. Note that

more conditions are required than the standard readers-writers

component because this version gives waiting writer threads

priority over waiting reader threads.

2. Construct a sequence of calls.

In the second step, the tester constructs a sequence of monitor

calls that will exercise each of the test conditions and special

cases identified in step 1. Table 6.1 shows a logical test se-

quence for the readers-writers monitor. The test sequences

are entered directly into a ConAn script.

3. Execute and compare.

After the generated driver is compiled and executed, code in-

spection should be used to determine the cause of any errors.

ConAn detects failures resulting from coding faults. The tester

is required to debug the code to determine which faults caused

the reported failures. To assist the tester, ConAn reports the line
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number of the ConAn test script at which the failure occurred. For

complex components, JProbe Threadalyzer could be run over the

ConAn test driver to help pin-point the reason (fault) for a detected

failure.

6.4 Mutation-Based Exploration of the

Method

This section describes the results of applying CrOM to a number of mu-

tant implementations of the readers-writers monitor. This demonstrates

the effectiveness and applicability of CrOM, however, it is recognised that

this is only a start to more work on applying and evaluating CrOM on

a range of components including more realistic industrial components.

The mutants were created by modifying the correct implementation with

programming faults. They originated from a number of different sources:

some were created to model typical source-code faults that programmers

make, some were created to exercise specific concurrency runtime fail-

ures, and others were obtained from exam questions from a course on

concurrency.

CrOM is applied in turn to each mutant implementation. Each step of

the method is applied in the order outlined in Figure 6.2. If a failure is

detected for any step, it is noted whether the failure is always detected

by the step, it is likely to be detected by the step, or if it will never be

detected by the step. The results are recorded and discussed.

Table 6.2 presents the mutant components tested by CrOM. The com-

ponents are mutations of the readers-writers monitor detailed in Sec-

tion 6.2. The table provides enough information to be able to construct

each mutant from the modified code detailed in the table and the original

example. Table 6.2 lists the following information:

• Mutant: an identifier for the mutant.

• Method: the name of the component method that was changed.
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Mutant Method Original Code Mutant Code Failure

1 startRead while (writing ||

waitingW>0) wait()

while (waitingW>0)

wait()

Incoincidence
(FF-T3)

2 endRead if (readers==0)

notifyAll()

notifyAll() None

3 startWrite while (readers>0 ||

writing) wait()

while (writing) wait() Incoincidence
(FF-T3)

4 endWrite notifyAll() notify() Incoincidence
(FF-T5)

5 startRead while (writing ||

(writersWaiting > 0))

if (writing ||

(writersWaiting >

0))

Incoincidence
(FF-T3)

6 startRead while (writing ||

(writersWaiting > 0))

while (writing &&

(writersWaiting > 0))

Incoincidence
(FF-T3)

7 startWrite while (writing

||(readers != 0)

if (writing ||

(readers != 0))

Incoincidence
(FF-T3)

8 startWrite while (writing ||

(readers != 0))

while (writing &&

(readers != 0))

Incoincidence
(FF-T3)

9 startRead public synchronized

void startRead()

public void

startRead()

Interference
(FF-T1) and
Incoincidence
(EF-T4)

10 startWrite public synchronized

void startWrite()

public void

startWrite()

Interference
(FF-T1) and
Incoincidence
(EF-T4)

11 startRead while (writing ||

(writersWaiting > 0))

while (writing ||

(writersWaiting > 0)

|| readers != 0)

Incoincidence
(EF-T3)

12 endRead --readers is synchro-
nised

--readers is not synchro-
nised

Interference
(FF-T1)

13 startWrite ++writersWaiting is syn-
chronised

++writersWaiting is not
synchronised

Interference
(FF-T1)

14 endWrite writing = false is syn-
chronised

writing = false is not
synchronised

Interference
(FF-T1)

15 endRead public synchronized

void endRead()

public void endRead() Interference
(FF-T1) and
Incoincidence
(EF-T4)

16 endWrite public synchronized

void endWrite()

public void endWrite() Interference
(FF-T1) and
Incoincidence
(EF-T4)

17 startRead ++readers while (true) ++readers Incoincidence
(FF-T4)

18 endRead notifyAll notify Incoincidence
(FF-T5)

19 See Figure 6.4 Deadlock
(FF-T2),
Interference
(FF-T1) and
Incoincidence
(FF-T5)

Table 6.2: Readers-writers mutants
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• Original Code: the original component code.

• Mutant Code: the modified code.

• Failure: the type of failure the mutant exhibits. The categories of

failure are Interference (FF-T1), Deadlock (FF-T2), and Incoinci-

dence (FF-T3, EF-T3, FF-T4, EF-T4, FF-T55, EF-T5).

Figure 6.4 is the code listing for mutant 19, which is based on one used

for a student exam. This mutant features multiple locks allowing the

possibility of deadlock. It also features a number of other faults.

6.5 Applying CrOM to Readers-Writers

Each step in CrOM was applied to each mutant. Using the readers-

writers monitor as an example, FindBugs reported no errors (step 1).

Then code inspection was used to determine further interference problems

(steps 2–4). All methods are synchronised, the only variables are instance

variables, and they are declared private, so there is no possibility of

interference. The deadlock steps (5 and 6) can be skipped because there

is never more than one object locked: each method is synchronised and

the only object locked is this6. All notifications are notifyAll and all

wait calls are within while loops (steps 7 and 8). Thirteen test sequences

are created to satisfy the 22 test conditions identified in step 9. The test

sequences are represented as a ConAn test script (see Appendix F for the

full test script). ConAn generates the test driver from the test script.

The test driver is executed. No failures are reported for the correct

implementation of readers-writers. In the next section, the effectiveness

of the steps in CrOM to detect the faults in the mutants is discussed.

5Dormancy.
6This is also true for all mutants except 19.
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class Mutant19 {

int readers = 0;

boolean writing = false;

int writersWaiting = 0;

Object blockR = new Object();

Object blockW = new Object();

public void startRead()

throws InterruptedException {

synchronized (blockR) {

while (writing||writersWaiting>0){blockR.wait();}

++readers;

}

}

public void endRead() {

synchronized (blockR) {

--readers;

if (readers == 0) {

synchronized (blockW) {blockW.notifyAll();}

}

}

}

public void startWrite()

throws InterruptedException {

synchronized (blockW) {

++writersWaiting;

while (writing||(readers != 0)){blockW.wait();}

writing = true;

--writersWaiting;

}

}

public void endWrite() {

synchronized (blockW) {

writing = false;

if (writersWaiting > 0) {blockW.notify();}

else synchronized (blockR) {blockR.notifyAll();}

}

}

}

Figure 6.4: Code listing for mutant 19
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6.6 Results

Table 6.3 details the results of applying CrOM to the 19 mutant monitors

in Table 6.2. The mutants are listed in the first column of the table. Each

step is listed across the top of the table. The following codes are used

within the body of the table to indicate the effectiveness of each step:

• A – Always. The step is guaranteed to detect the fault.

• L – Likely. The step is likely to detect the fault but is not guaran-

teed to detect it.

• A dashed line (–) in the body of the table indicates that the step

never detects the fault.

Code inspection is far from infallible, so L (Likely) is generally used for

the steps that involve this technique.

Between FindBugs and ConAn the failures in all mutants, except mutant

12, are detected. The failures in mutant 12 are detected by code inspec-

tion. Since mutant 12 consists of a partially synchronised method, it

was surprising that FindBugs did not report inconsistent use of synchro-

nisation on the readers variable, because it reported problems against

mutants with similar faults (for example, mutant 14). FindBugs always

finds the fault in mutant 14 and never in mutant 12, thus, the tool does

not find all interference failures. However, code inspection would most

likely detect the fault.

Mutant 2 does not contain a fault. The change to mutant 2 resulted

in the same behaviour as the correct version of readers-writers. Execut-

ing notifyAll on each call to endRead, although less efficient, is not

incorrect. This was verified by following CrOM.

Mutants 4 and 18 both use notify rather than notifyAll. ConAn

detects a failure in mutant 4 every test run, but never detects a failure in

mutant 18. However, the use of notify is dubious and code inspection

is required on both monitors.
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Steps

Interference Deadlock Incoincidence

FindBugs Code Insp. Jlint Code Insp. Code Insp. ConAn

Mutant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 – – – – – – – – A

2 No Fault

3 – – – – – – – – A

4 A1 – – – – – L – A4

5 A2 – – – – – – L A

6 – – – – – – – – A

7 A2 – – – – – – L A

8 – – – – – – – – A

9 A L – – A3 – – – A3

10 A L – – A3 – – – A3

11 – – – – – – – – A

12 – L – – – – – – –

13 A L – – – – – – –

14 A L – – – – – – –

15 – L – – A3 – – – A3

16 A L – – A3 – – – A3

17 – – – – – – – – A

18 A1 – – – – – L – – 4

19 A1 L L L A L L – – 1,4

Table 6.3: Results of applying CrOM to the readers-writers mutants

On inspection, it is discovered that dormancy can result in both monitors

as described in the example in Step 7 of the method (see Section 6.3).

Specifically, if a reader and writer are waiting and a third thread (a

reader in the case of mutant 4, a writer in the case of mutant 18) makes

a call to notify, then only one thread is woken. If the reader is woken,

since writersWaiting is true, the reader satisfies the ‘while condition’

and returns to the wait set once more. At this point, no threads are

executing, hence the system is dormant.

Although FindBugs is used by CrOM to detect interference, it detected

the use of notify. Similarly, FindBugs detected a wait statement which

was not in a ‘while loop’ in mutants 5 and 7. Code inspection is required

to determine if these are, in fact, faults.

1Detects use of or failure caused by notify.
2Detects missing while-loop surrounding wait.
3Detects unsynchronised wait or notification.
4ConAn may detect this fault, but is not guaranteed to do so.
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Mutants 9, 10, 15 and 16 contain two types of faults. ConAn (and Jlint)

detect that the wait and notifyAll calls were not made on synchronised

objects. FindBugs detected the unsynchronised shared variables in three

of the four mutants. It was surprising that FindBugs does not detect in-

terference in mutant 15 because it has very similar code to other mutants

that are detected: the entire endRead method is not synchronised.

Mutant 19 is the only mutant that features deadly embrace (a form of

deadlock). It contains several other faults including inconsistent synchro-

nisation and incorrect use of notify. FindBugs detects the use of notify

only. Jlint detects the deadly embrace that can occur when a writer

thread holds lock blockW and requests lock blockR during endWrite,

whilst a reader thread holds lock blockR and requests lock blockW during

endRead. However, the potential interference (inconsistent synchronisa-

tion) is not detected by the tools. Interference can occur when a thread

executes startWrite and another thread executes startRead because

these methods are synchronised on a different lock (i.e. lockW and lockR

respectively). Code inspection during Step 2 is likely to detect the fault.

Code inspection also identifies that variables should be declared private

and lock objects should (additionally) be declared final.

In summary, by combining tools and techniques and providing a step-by-

step approach to detecting failures in concurrent components, faults in

all mutants were able to be detected.

6.7 Discussion

The method presented in this chapter combines a number of tools and

techniques for the verification of concurrent Java components. A bene-

fit of the selected tools is that they can easily be incorporated into an

automated test process that can be run regularly against the software

under test. CrOM proposes to cover all transition failures identified in

the Petri Net model of Chapter 4. The first six steps attempt to cover

interference (FF-T1) and deadlock (FF-T2). The remaining three steps

aim to cover the remaining failures.
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Step 6 of the method seems a manual repeat of step 5. However, this

is necessary since Jlint is not guaranteed to pick up all lock cycles. The

order of executing the steps may be reversed depending on the type of

testing desired. For example, when testing a single component it is often

simpler to manually perform code inspection (step 6) and then use the

tool (step 5) to check that it does not find any additional faults. On the

other hand, if hundreds of components are being tested, for example, in

an attempt to find a bug in an application, it makes sense to use the tool

(step 5) first and then inspect the components that the tool has identified

as containing possible faults. This latter approach is less rigorous since

faults detected by the tool are reported7, however, it is cheap and easy

to perform the check, and it may find the “needle in the haystack” that

the tester was looking for. Reversing the order of other steps may be

desirable as well (e.g. step 1 and step 2).

6.7.1 Mutation Testing

To explore CrOM, it was applied to 19 mutant monitors (18 of which

had faults). Mutants are created by applying a set of mutation operators

to the component source code. Source code mutation was applied to the

readers-writers monitor to create mutants that are semantically different

to the original monitor. There are potentially an infinite number of mu-

tants that can be created in this way, so certain syntactic variations were

targeted. Specifically, statements affecting the execution of concurrent

statements were changed. Table 6.2 lists all syntactic code changes ap-

plied to the original monitor. For instance, one change involved replacing

a while statement (surrounding a wait call) to an if statement.

The advantage of mutation testing is that we can test the ability of CrOM

to detect specific coding faults that cause concurrency failures. The dis-

advantage of mutation testing, generally, is that there is no guarantee

that these simple syntactic changes are the types of mistakes that pro-

grammers make in practice. However, most types of faults the readers-

7In this case code inspection is not applied to all components.
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writers mutants contain are supported by previous research [23].

Further research could be carried out to develop a set of mutation oper-

ators for concurrent Java programs.

6.7.2 Results of the Exploration

CrOM detected failures in all faulty mutants, however, because some of

the failures can only be detected by code inspection, CrOM does not

guarantee all failures will be detected.

None of the tools always detect all faults. The static analysis tools (Find-

Bugs and Jlint), at times, report failures when none exist, thus requiring

manual checking of the source code of the component under test. For

testing simple components, code inspection can reveal many faults in the

code, making tool use less attractive (because of the reporting of false

positives). However, FindBugs and Jlint are desirable when a number

(e.g. hundreds) of components are required to be searched for faults.

Because static analysis tools tend to report suspected faults rather than

actual faults they can point to possible faults across a large number of

components. Running FindBugs over a Java library (jar) file is simple,

compared with setting up and executing the required frameworks to de-

tect faults in large numbers of components dynamically.

ConAn is good at detecting behavioural and synchronisation failures. Al-

though ConAn can adequately control thread execution in most cases, it

may not detect failures that depend on the order of waking threads. The

order of waking threads is not defined in Java, hence thread wakeup on

one JVM may occur in a different order on another JVM. Also it is pos-

sible, although unlikely, that thread wakeup within the same JVM may

occur in a different order each time notification occurs. Since the Java

language specification does not mandate the order of waking threads,

such a JVM would meet the specification.

Creating ConAn test sequences is more tedious and time-consuming than

using the other (static analysis) tools. ConAn test scripts can take some

time to write, however, they can be easily reused when the component
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is similar to the one the script was originally written for. ConAn would

benefit greatly from tool support for creating test sequences and deriving

test conditions from a model or source (or byte) code. ConAn is reliant

on a good test case selection strategy. Although the test case selection

strategy is independent of the ConAn method, more analysis of test case

selection techniques for testing concurrent components would be useful.

Advancements in this area may have direct consequences on the detection

capabilities of ConAn.

ConTest and RaceFinder are two other dynamic analysis tools that would

be useful for testing concurrent components, particularly with respect

to detecting interference. These tools instrument the code under test

by injecting various thread commands (e.g. sleep and yield) to force

thread context switches in an attempt to detect concurrency failures.

The first step of CrOM could be extended to include ConTest and/or

RaceFinder, however, these tools are currently only available to IBM

research staff.

The exploration of CrOM on the mutant monitors goes some way to

providing insight into the usefulness of the method, however, clearly more

evaluation of CrOM is required. It needs to be applied to industrial

components and further empirical evaluation is required. Experimental

results need to be collected supporting the number of steps in CrOM,

the detection capability of each step, technique and tool. For example,

the analysis carried out in this chapter provides only a little evidence

to validate that the nine steps are sufficient and necessary to detect the

range of concurrency failures exhibited by the mutant monitors.

By combining tools and techniques our exploration leads to the conclu-

sion that CrOM provides an increased level of confidence that a com-

ponent is free from failure compared with applying only an individual

tool or technique. For example, in previous work using dynamic analysis

alone, it was not possible to guarantee that a component was free from

interference. Similarly, practical static analysis tools cannot test many

temporal properties (such as liveness).
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

This thesis describes a combination of new and existing tools and tech-

niques for testing and verifying concurrent Java components. Three main

contributions for the testing of concurrent Java components are proposed.

Firstly, a method for testing monitors proposed by Brinch Hansen [13] is

extended to encompass concurrent Java components [93].

The enhanced method consists of three steps:

1. For each monitor operation, the tester identifies a set of test con-

ditions that will exercise the component as desired.

2. The tester constructs a sequence of monitor calls that will exercise

each operation under each of its preconditions. The sequences are

entered directly into a ConAn test script.

3. The test driver is generated from the test script, it is executed, and

its output is compared with the predicted output.

Tool support for testing concurrent Java components is provided through

ConAn (Concurrency Analyser) [92, 93], which generates the test driver

from sequences in the test script. Output checking has been automated

and extended to check the time at which thread calls complete. Without

121
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this feature, it would not be possible to determine if threads suspend

and continue at the correct times. By extending the techniques and tools

for testing sequential Java components and by automating the steps in

the preparation and execution of testing concurrent components, ConAn

can be used by software developers and testers in industry without the

need for special training or advanced theoretical concepts. The utility of

the resulting approach is demonstrated by discussing its application to

the testing of over 20 concurrent components, sourced from textbooks,

student assignments, and industry.

Secondly, a Petri Net model of Java concurrency is introduced to identify

important transitions (synchronisation points) in concurrent Java com-

ponents [96]. The model is analysed for what can go wrong for a single

point of failure. Following techniques of hazard/safety analysis, failure

conditions are identified for each of the five transitions. This approach

is taken for completeness, to ensure all failures are identified and classi-

fied. The correct transition firings plus their deviations form a complete

set of transition firings. Each transition is described with respect to the

Java programming language and tools and techniques to detect devia-

tions in the transitions are discussed. The analysis reveals strengths and

weaknesses in the failure detection capability of the tools and techniques.

Dynamic analysis tools (specifically ConAn) are able to detect dormancy

and incoincidence (i.e. process synchronisation faults and general timing

failures involving calls completing at incorrect times, including never),

whilst static analysis tools and techniques are useful for detecting in-

terference and deadlock. Although ConAn can detect interference and

deadlock, it is not guaranteed to do so.

Finally, by using a mix of tools and techniques, a new method of verifying

concurrent Java components is proposed [91, 97]. The method, CrOM

(Concurrency Observation Method), is explored by applying it to an im-

plementation of the well-known readers-writers problem and a number

of variants (or mutants) of that implementation. The exploration shows

that by using CrOM, most concurrency failures are at least likely to be

detected. The aim of CrOM is to provide an approach to testing concur-
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rent Java components that is easy to use, reproducible, scalable and that

can be applied in industry by testers with little or no formal training in

the theory upon which the tools and techniques are based. By combin-

ing the tools and techniques, our exploration leads to the conclusion that

the method provides an increased level of confidence that a component

is free from failure (compared with applying only an individual tool or

technique).

7.2 Discussion

7.2.1 ConAn and Non-determinism

The ConAn tool was introduced in Chapter 3. ConAn’s strength is de-

tecting failures involving incoincidence. Although ConAn has been suc-

cessful at detecting interference it cannot guarantee that it will be suc-

cessful at detecting all such failures. This is because ConAn has control

over calls to the component methods only, and not control over the in-

terleaving of code statements of individual threads. In addition, there

are some problems that go undetected due to the non-deterministic wak-

ing of threads from the wait set. For example, when two threads are

suspended and waking one of them before the other causes dormancy

(or some other failure), but waking them in the reverse order allows the

system to progress normally.

According to the Java language specification, if multiple threads are sus-

pended in the wait set, any thread may be selected if notified. However, a

particular JVM may implement the wait set as a first-in first-out (FIFO)

queue. In this case, assume two threads are suspended in the wait set

(now a queue). Also assume that selection (for wakeup) of the second

thread to arrive in the queue (and then the first) will cause dormancy.

This failure can never happen on this particular JVM since the notified

thread will always be the one at the head of the queue. In this case, the

order of thread removal from the wait set avoids dormancy.
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7.2.2 Incorporating Model Checking

Model checkers may provide some hope for verifying this kind of dead-

lock, however, further investigation is required. The initial steps would

involve building a model of Java concurrency in the language of the model

checker. By utilising the model of Java concurrency, the component un-

der test can be translated (using appropriate abstraction) into a model

for verification. Similar analysis to that conducted in Chapter 6 needs

to be performed on a range of components.

An advantage of the model-checking approach is that it does not as-

sume a particular JVM implementation. Its verification is performed

in an implementation-independent manner, according to the semantics

of the model-checking language. Model checkers usually support non-

deterministic selection which is useful for modelling non-determinism in

the order of waking up threads in Java. Model checkers have also been

used in combination with runtime analysis (see Section 2.1.3). By using

a ConAn test sequence as input to the model checker, the state space for

the analysis would be significantly reduced. In this way, a ConAn test

sequence could be used to assist the model checker.

7.2.3 Failure Classification

By deriving a failure classification from the model, it is unnecessary to

consider every fault that may cause a failure. This differs from a bug

pattern approach (or fault lists) which requires a tool or technique to

detect the presence of a categorised fault. ConAn, for example, detects

failures which may be caused by a variety of faults. Whilst this can

be considered one of ConAn’s strengths, when it comes to debugging,

this becomes a weakness since the tester must attempt to identify the

cause (fault) of the failure. Using other tools (e.g. JProbe Threadalyzer)

in conjunction with ConAn can assist with determining why the failure

occurred (fault finding).

ConAn detects failures in three (T3, T4, T5) of the five transitions. Fail-
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ures in transitions T1 and T2 are harder to detect because they involve

detection at a level of granularity that is difficult to control via a dynamic

approach. Nevertheless, there is a limited number of faults that cause

these failures and techniques for detecting them have been incorporated

into CrOM.

7.2.4 CrOM

The method (CrOM) presented in Chapter 6 was analysed on a com-

ponent and a number of mutant components. This can only give an

indication of its usefulness. Clearly, more components need to be tested

with CrOM. Also, concurrent components can be written in many ways,

from simple to complex. Part of the reason for this is because Java allows

the developer of multi-threaded components great flexibility in building

concurrent programs. For example, Java does not provide monitors as

such, but provides the ability for a developer to create anything from a

monitor-like class consisting of single this object locks, to classes that

do not resemble monitors at all but contain a range of concurrency con-

structs. Further research into the application of CrOM to a wide range

of components is required to help draw more conclusive results about the

effectiveness and applicability of the method.

7.3 Future Work

Future work consists of:

1. Integrated tool support for the method, through the development

of a workbench incorporating the tools used in the method. It

is envisaged that the workbench include user-friendly interfaces

for applying each step in the method including creating ConAn

test scripts, executing the appropriate static and dynamic analysis

tools, and recording the outcome of test runs.

2. Extending the Petri Net model of Java concurrency. The Petri Net
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model of Java concurrency in Chapter 4 identifies transitions in the

Java concurrency model. It should be possible to extend the model

to incorporate semantics of the component under test. For example,

annotating each transition with the conditions under which it fires

for a specific component may assist with the development of test

cases, test sequences, or even abstract models of the component for

input to model checkers.

3. Using ConAn test sequences to guide model checking. Two of the

challenges of model checking are to 1) check the entire state space,

and 2) determine which sequences of calls are valid. Randomly gen-

erating combinations of calls to component methods is useful for

only the simplest components. Most components have rules gov-

erning (or specifications describing) the order of method calls. For

example, for the readers-writers monitor, it would not make sense

to call endWrite before startWrite. A ConAn test sequence spec-

ifies a valid execution of component calls. Thus, by using ConAn

test sequences as input to a model checker, the state space is signif-

icantly reduced and the execution of component calls is necessarily

valid.

4. Integrating other techniques into the method. Evaluation of in-

tegrating other tools and techniques into the method would be

worthwhile. For example, ConTest and RaceFinder should be in-

vestigated for a dynamic approach to interference detection. As

mentioned earlier, model checkers should be evaluated for inclusion

in certain circumstances, specifically for detecting interference and

deadlock. Further research needs to be carried out to determine

their applicability to detecting liveness failures.

5. Further application and evaluation of the method. CrOM, as pre-

sented in Chapter 6, is applied to a reader-writer implementation

and its mutants. Experimentation and application of CrOM to

a range of concurrent components, including those from industry,

is planned. This will help to determine the effectiveness of the
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method, but will also assist in determining whether the number

and types of steps in CrOM are sufficient and necessary.
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Appendix A

ConAn Syntax and Semantics

Figure A.1 (on the next page) shows the general structure of a ConAn

test script. Each section of the test script is described below.

• #ticktime tickT ime: sets the number of milliseconds allocated for

each tick block . The default value of 1000 milliseconds can be

overridden by using the optional #ticktime command.

• #cut cut-id class-constructor : The class-constructor is the con-

structor of the component under test (CUT). Parameters may be

supplied to the constructor in the usual way. If no parameters are

required to call the constructor, the no-arg parentheses are not re-

quired. ConAn will add these during driver generation. The cut-id

is any valid Java variable name and is used to refer to an instance

of the CUT. This identifier can then be used in the test sequences

to reference the CUT instance. A new CUT instance is created for

each test sequence.

• condition-id condition-description: Conditions are listed in the con-

ditions block, delimited by #conditions and #end. Each condition

is identified by condition-id ; the condition-description is plain text.

All conditions are documented in this section and may be refer-

enced in the #test section of the test sequences. Conditions are

an aid to understanding and evaluating a test script and provide
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#ticktime tickT ime

#cut cut-id class-constructor

#conditions

condition-id condition-description
. . .

#end

#top

Java code // will be inserted at top of driver
#end

#shared 〈instance-id〉
Java code // global shared variables and setup code

#end

#begin // first test sequence
#test condition-id . . .

#shared 〈instance-id〉
Java code // shared variables and setup code

#end

#tick // first tick block
#thread 〈thread-id〉

Java code // code for this thread
#end

#thread 〈thread-id〉
Java code // code for this thread

#end

. . .

#end

#tick // second tick block
. . .

#end

. . .

#end

#begin // second test sequence
. . .

#end

Figure A.1: Structure of a ConAn test script
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traceability between the test sequences and the listed conditions.

Conditions that do not appear in the #test list of any test sequence

are reported by ConAn as potential problems. However, the use of

conditions in a test script is optional.

• #top: Code to be inserted at the top of the driver program is

included in the #top block. This is useful for specifying classes to

be imported for use within the test script.

• Test sequence: A test script consists of one or more test sequences,

delimited by #begin and #end. Each test sequence consists of a

number of tick blocks representing ticks of length tickTime mil-

liseconds. A test sequence completes after n + 1 ticks have passed,

where n is the number of tick blocks in the sequence. At this time,

the driver checks to make sure there are no suspended threads for

that test sequence.

• #test condition-id : For each test sequence, a number of test con-

ditions may be listed. Conditions may be listed in more than one

test sequence, so condition references are not required to be unique

across test sequences.

• #shared 〈instance-id〉: Shared variables, methods, and setup and

teardown code, delimited by #shared and #end, can be inserted at

the beginning of a test sequence. A shared block defines a class

that, when instantiated, creates a shared object that is passed to

each thread in a test sequence. This means that every variable and

method defined in the shared block is available to all threads in a

test sequence, referenced by instance-id.name.

Shared blocks may be defined either once outside the test sequences

(global shared block) or within a test sequence (test sequence shared

block). Any variables and methods defined within the global shared

block are available to all test sequences. Variables and methods de-

fined in a test sequence inherit from the global shared block, so all

variables and methods are accessible by the test sequence shared
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block. Moreover, methods in the test sequence shared block can

override global shared methods as desired.

The base class, which the shared blocks extend, provides two meth-

ods used by generated drivers, setup() and teardown(). The

setup (teardown) method is executed immediately before (after)

each test sequence. The tester can override these methods in the

shared blocks to provide their own setup and teardown functional-

ity.

• Tick block: Each tick block, delimited by #tick and #end, repre-

sents a unit of time (or tick of the clock). Each tick has a duration

of tickTime milliseconds as defined by the #ticktime statement.

It is assumed that any statement executing within a tick block will

complete before tickTime milliseconds has passed

• Thread block: Each thread block begins with the #thread state-

ment that identifies the thread that will execute the enclosed Java

code by the thread identifier thread-id (specified within angle brack-

ets). If the thread identifier is omitted, ConAn generates a unique

identifier for the thread block. Thread blocks within different tick

blocks can use the same identifier, in which case the code associ-

ated with those thread blocks is executed by the same thread. Each

thread identifier may appear only once in each tick block.

A thread with identifier id executes code for each tick block T that

it appears in. The code that is executed first suspends the thread

until time T is reached, and then executes the Java code associated

with id and time T . Any Java code can be entered between the

#thread and #end statements.
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Producer-Consumer Test
Script

#conditions

// receive

C1 0 iterations of the loop

C2 1 iteration of the loop

C3 many iterations of the loop

// send

C4 empty string

C5 0 iterations of the loop

C6 1 iteration of the loop

C7 many iterations of the loop

// processes waiting on the queue

C8 no threads waiting

C9 1 sender waiting

C10 1 receiver suspended

C11 many senders waiting

C12 many receivers waiting

#end

#cut m ProducerConsumer

#top

import java.util.*;

#end

// (1) Test sending the empty string, and a simple send and receive

#begin

#test C1 C4 C5 C8

#tick

#thread

#excMonitor m.send(""); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end
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#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#excMonitor m.send("a"); #end

#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’a’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#end

// (2) Test a receiver waiting on the queue, then a sender sending

#begin

#test C2 C10

#tick

#thread

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’a’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#excMonitor m.send("a"); #end

#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#end

// (3) Test a sender waiting

#begin

#test C6 C9

#tick

#thread

#excMonitor m.send("a"); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#excMonitor m.send("b"); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick
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#thread

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’a’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’b’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#end

// (4) Test multiple receivers waiting

#begin

#test C3 C12

#tick

#thread

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’a’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’a’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#excMonitor m.send("aa"); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#end

// (5) Test multiple senders waiting

#begin

#test C7 C11

#shared <s>

Vector validTimes = new Vector(

Arrays.asList(new Integer[] {new Integer(4), new Integer(5)}));

#end

#tick

#thread

#excMonitor m.send("a"); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end
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#tick

#thread

#excMonitor m.send("b"); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.validTimes # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#excMonitor m.send("b"); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.validTimes # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’a’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’b’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread

#valueCheck m.receive() # ’b’ #end

#valueCheck time() # 6 #end

#end

#end

#end
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Generated
Producer-Consumer Test
Driver

import roast.*;

import conan.*;

// START TOP CODE

import java.util.*;

// END TOP CODE

class ConanGlobalSetup extends ConanSetup {

}

public class ProducerConsumerDriver {

public static void sequence1() {

ProducerConsumer m = new ProducerConsumer();

MonitorClock clock = new MonitorClock();

MonitorTimer timer = new MonitorTimer(clock, 3, 1000);

ConanThread.clear();

ConanSetup1 shared = new ConanSetup1();

shared.setup();

ConanThread t1 = new ConanThread1 (m,clock,0,"t1", shared);

t1.start();

ConanThread.add("t1",t1);

ConanThread t2 = new ConanThread1 (m,clock,1,"t2", shared);

t2.start();

ConanThread.add("t2",t2);

ConanThread t3 = new ConanThread1 (m,clock,2,"t3", shared);

t3.start();

ConanThread.add("t3",t3);
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timer.start();

try {

timer.join();

} catch (InterruptedException e) {}

ConanThread[] threads = {t1,t2,t3};

boolean deadlocked = ConanHelper.checkDeadlock(threads,0,1,clock.lastTick());

if (!deadlocked) ConanHelper.checkExpectedDeadlock(0,1);

shared.teardown();

}

public static void sequence2() {

ProducerConsumer m = new ProducerConsumer();

MonitorClock clock = new MonitorClock();

MonitorTimer timer = new MonitorTimer(clock, 2, 1000);

ConanThread.clear();

ConanSetup2 shared = new ConanSetup2();

shared.setup();

ConanThread t1 = new ConanThread2 (m,clock,0,"t1", shared);

t1.start();

ConanThread.add("t1",t1);

ConanThread t2 = new ConanThread2 (m,clock,1,"t2", shared);

t2.start();

ConanThread.add("t2",t2);

timer.start();

try {

timer.join();

} catch (InterruptedException e) {}

ConanThread[] threads = {t1,t2};

boolean deadlocked = ConanHelper.checkDeadlock(threads,0,2,clock.lastTick());

if (!deadlocked) ConanHelper.checkExpectedDeadlock(0,2);

shared.teardown();

}

public static void sequence3() {

ProducerConsumer m = new ProducerConsumer();

MonitorClock clock = new MonitorClock();

MonitorTimer timer = new MonitorTimer(clock, 4, 1000);

ConanThread.clear();

ConanSetup3 shared = new ConanSetup3();

shared.setup();

ConanThread t1 = new ConanThread3 (m,clock,0,"t1", shared);

t1.start();

ConanThread.add("t1",t1);

ConanThread t2 = new ConanThread3 (m,clock,1,"t2", shared);

t2.start();

ConanThread.add("t2",t2);

ConanThread t3 = new ConanThread3 (m,clock,2,"t3", shared);

t3.start();

ConanThread.add("t3",t3);

ConanThread t4 = new ConanThread3 (m,clock,3,"t4", shared);
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t4.start();

ConanThread.add("t4",t4);

timer.start();

try {

timer.join();

} catch (InterruptedException e) {}

ConanThread[] threads = {t1,t2,t3,t4};

boolean deadlocked = ConanHelper.checkDeadlock(threads,0,3,clock.lastTick());

if (!deadlocked) ConanHelper.checkExpectedDeadlock(0,3);

shared.teardown();

}

public static void sequence4() {

ProducerConsumer m = new ProducerConsumer();

MonitorClock clock = new MonitorClock();

MonitorTimer timer = new MonitorTimer(clock, 3, 1000);

ConanThread.clear();

ConanSetup4 shared = new ConanSetup4();

shared.setup();

ConanThread t1 = new ConanThread4 (m,clock,0,"t1", shared);

t1.start();

ConanThread.add("t1",t1);

ConanThread t2 = new ConanThread4 (m,clock,1,"t2", shared);

t2.start();

ConanThread.add("t2",t2);

ConanThread t3 = new ConanThread4 (m,clock,2,"t3", shared);

t3.start();

ConanThread.add("t3",t3);

timer.start();

try {

timer.join();

} catch (InterruptedException e) {}

ConanThread[] threads = {t1,t2,t3};

boolean deadlocked = ConanHelper.checkDeadlock(threads,0,4,clock.lastTick());

if (!deadlocked) ConanHelper.checkExpectedDeadlock(0,4);

shared.teardown();

}

public static void sequence5() {

ProducerConsumer m = new ProducerConsumer();

MonitorClock clock = new MonitorClock();

MonitorTimer timer = new MonitorTimer(clock, 6, 1000);

ConanThread.clear();

ConanSetup5 shared = new ConanSetup5();

shared.setup();

ConanThread t1 = new ConanThread5 (m,clock,0,"t1", shared);

t1.start();

ConanThread.add("t1",t1);

ConanThread t2 = new ConanThread5 (m,clock,1,"t2", shared);

t2.start();
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ConanThread.add("t2",t2);

ConanThread t3 = new ConanThread5 (m,clock,2,"t3", shared);

t3.start();

ConanThread.add("t3",t3);

ConanThread t4 = new ConanThread5 (m,clock,3,"t4", shared);

t4.start();

ConanThread.add("t4",t4);

ConanThread t5 = new ConanThread5 (m,clock,4,"t5", shared);

t5.start();

ConanThread.add("t5",t5);

ConanThread t6 = new ConanThread5 (m,clock,5,"t6", shared);

t6.start();

ConanThread.add("t6",t6);

timer.start();

try {

timer.join();

} catch (InterruptedException e) {}

ConanThread[] threads = {t1,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6};

boolean deadlocked = ConanHelper.checkDeadlock(threads,0,5,clock.lastTick());

if (!deadlocked) ConanHelper.checkExpectedDeadlock(0,5);

shared.teardown();

}

public static void main(String[] args) {

sequence1();

sequence2();

sequence3();

sequence4();

sequence5();

Roast.printCounts();

System.out.println("***** Liveness errors: "+ ConanHelper.deadlockEvents());

System.exit(1);

}

}

class ConanThread1 extends ConanThread {

ConanSetup1 shared;

ProducerConsumer m;

ConanThread1 (ProducerConsumer monitor,MonitorClock clock, int id,

String name, ConanSetup1 shared) {

super(name);

this.clock = clock;

this.shared = shared;

this.m = monitor;

conan_Id = id;

}

public Thread thread(String id) { return ConanThread.getThread(id); }

public void run() {

switch(conan_Id) {

case 0:

clock.await(1);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();
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Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

m.send( "" );

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(13,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,1 )) {

ValueType.printValue(14,time() ,1 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(14,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 1:

clock.await(2);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

m.send( "a" );

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(19,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,2 )) {

ValueType.printValue(20,time() ,2 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(20,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 2:

clock.await(3);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();
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Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(m.receive() , ’a’ )) {

ValueType.printValue(25,m.receive() , ’a’ );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(25,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,3 )) {

ValueType.printValue(26,time() ,3 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(26,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

default: break;

}

}

}

class ConanThread2 extends ConanThread {

ConanSetup2 shared;

ProducerConsumer m;

ConanThread2 (ProducerConsumer monitor,MonitorClock clock, int id,

String name, ConanSetup2 shared) {

super(name);

this.clock = clock;

this.shared = shared;

this.m = monitor;

conan_Id = id;

}

public Thread thread(String id) { return ConanThread.getThread(id); }

public void run() {

switch(conan_Id) {

case 0:

clock.await(1);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(m.receive() , ’a’ )) {

ValueType.printValue(35,m.receive() , ’a’ );
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}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(35,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,2 )) {

ValueType.printValue(36,time() ,2 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(36,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 1:

clock.await(2);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

m.send( "a" );

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(41,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,2 )) {

ValueType.printValue(42,time() ,2 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(42,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

default: break;

}

}

}

class ConanThread3 extends ConanThread {
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ConanSetup3 shared;

ProducerConsumer m;

ConanThread3 (ProducerConsumer monitor,MonitorClock clock, int id,

String name, ConanSetup3 shared) {

super(name);

this.clock = clock;

this.shared = shared;

this.m = monitor;

conan_Id = id;

}

public Thread thread(String id) { return ConanThread.getThread(id); }

public void run() {

switch(conan_Id) {

case 0:

clock.await(1);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

m.send( "a" );

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(51,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,1 )) {

ValueType.printValue(52,time() ,1 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(52,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 1:

clock.await(2);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

m.send( "b" );

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(57,RoastActExc,null);
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}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,3 )) {

ValueType.printValue(58,time() ,3 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(58,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 2:

clock.await(3);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(m.receive() , ’a’ )) {

ValueType.printValue(63,m.receive() , ’a’ );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(63,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,3 )) {

ValueType.printValue(64,time() ,3 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(64,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 3:

clock.await(4);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(m.receive() , ’b’ )) {

ValueType.printValue(69,m.receive() , ’b’ );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {
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RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(69,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,4 )) {

ValueType.printValue(70,time() ,4 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(70,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

default: break;

}

}

}

class ConanThread4 extends ConanThread {

ConanSetup4 shared;

ProducerConsumer m;

ConanThread4 (ProducerConsumer monitor,MonitorClock clock, int id,

String name, ConanSetup4 shared) {

super(name);

this.clock = clock;

this.shared = shared;

this.m = monitor;

conan_Id = id;

}

public Thread thread(String id) { return ConanThread.getThread(id); }

public void run() {

switch(conan_Id) {

case 0:

clock.await(1);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(m.receive() , ’a’ )) {

ValueType.printValue(79,m.receive() , ’a’ );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(79,RoastActExc,null);
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}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,3 )) {

ValueType.printValue(80,time() ,3 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(80,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 1:

clock.await(2);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(m.receive() , ’a’ )) {

ValueType.printValue(85,m.receive() , ’a’ );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(85,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,3 )) {

ValueType.printValue(86,time() ,3 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(86,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 2:

clock.await(3);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

m.send( "aa" );

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}
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if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(91,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,3 )) {

ValueType.printValue(92,time() ,3 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(92,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

default: break;

}

}

}

class ConanThread5 extends ConanThread {

ConanSetup5 s;

ProducerConsumer m;

ConanThread5 (ProducerConsumer monitor,MonitorClock clock, int id,

String name, ConanSetup5 shared) {

super(name);

this.clock = clock;

this.s = shared;

this.m = monitor;

conan_Id = id;

}

public Thread thread(String id) { return ConanThread.getThread(id); }

public void run() {

switch(conan_Id) {

case 0:

clock.await(1);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

m.send( "a" );

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(104,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();
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Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,1 )) {

ValueType.printValue(105,time() ,1 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(105,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 1:

clock.await(2);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

m.send( "b" );

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(110,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!CollectionRemove.compareValue(time() ,s.validTimes )) {

CollectionRemove.printValue(111,time() ,s.validTimes );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(111,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 2:

clock.await(3);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

m.send( "b" );

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(116,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();
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Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!CollectionRemove.compareValue(time() ,s.validTimes )) {

CollectionRemove.printValue(117,time() ,s.validTimes );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(117,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 3:

clock.await(4);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(m.receive() , ’a’ )) {

ValueType.printValue(122,m.receive() , ’a’ );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(122,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,4 )) {

ValueType.printValue(123,time() ,4 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(123,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 4:

clock.await(5);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(m.receive() , ’b’ )) {

ValueType.printValue(128,m.receive() , ’b’ );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(128,RoastActExc,null);
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}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,5 )) {

ValueType.printValue(129,time() ,5 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(129,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

case 5:

clock.await(6);

conan_LastTick = clock.time();

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(m.receive() , ’b’ )) {

ValueType.printValue(134,m.receive() , ’b’ );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(134,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

{

Roast.incTotalCaseCount();

Object RoastActExc = null;

try {

if (!ValueType.compareValue(time() ,6 )) {

ValueType.printValue(135,time() ,6 );

}

} catch (Throwable RoastExc) {

RoastActExc = RoastExc;

}

if (!ExceptionType.compareExc(RoastActExc,null)) {

ExceptionType.printExc(135,RoastActExc,null);

}

}

break;

default: break;

}

}

}

class ConanSetup1 extends ConanGlobalSetup {}

class ConanSetup2 extends ConanGlobalSetup {}

class ConanSetup3 extends ConanGlobalSetup {}

class ConanSetup4 extends ConanGlobalSetup {}

class ConanSetup5 extends ConanGlobalSetup {
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Vector validTimes = new Vector(Arrays.asList(

new Integer[] {new Integer(4), new Integer(5)}));

}



Appendix D

Readers-Writers Test Script

#conditions

// startWrite

C1 0 iterations of the loop

C2 1 iteration of the loop

C3 many iterations of the loop

// startRead

C4 0 iterations of the loop

C5 1 iteration of the loop

C6 many iterations of the loop

// processes suspended on the queue

C7 no readers or writers waiting

C8 1 reader waiting

C9 1 writer waiting

C10 many readers waiting

C11 many writers waiting

C12 1 reader and 1 writer waiting

C13 many readers and many writers waiting

// endRead

C14 ’if’ statement entered

C15 ’if’ statement not entered

#end

#cut m ReaderWriter

// SEQUENCE 1 ****************************************************

#begin

#test C1 C7

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end
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#end

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 2 ****************************************************

#begin

#test C2 C9

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 3 ****************************************************

#begin

#test C3 C11

#shared <s>

ConanVector w = new ConanVector();

public void setup() {

w.add(4);

w.add(5);

}

#end
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#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.w # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w3>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.w # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#thread <w3>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 4 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C4 C14

#tick

#thread <r>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end
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#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 5 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C15

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r2>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r2>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end // ’if’ not entered

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 6 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C5 C8

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end
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#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 7 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C10

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r2>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#thread <r2>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end
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#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 8 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C12

#shared <s>

ConanVector wakeTimes = new ConanVector();

public void setup() {

wakeTimes.add(4);

wakeTimes.add(5);

}

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimes # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimes # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 6 #end

#end
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#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 9 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C6 C13

#shared <s>

ConanVector wakeTimesW = new ConanVector(); // writers wake times

ConanVector wakeTimesR = new ConanVector(); // readers wake times

public void setup() {

wakeTimesW.add(6);

wakeTimesW.add(7);

wakeTimesR.add(8);

wakeTimesR.add(8);

}

#end

#tick // 1

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 2

#thread

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimesR # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick // 3

#thread

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimesR # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick // 4

#thread

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimesW # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick // 5

#thread

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimesW # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick // 6

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end
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#valueCheck time() # 6 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 7

#thread

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 7 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 8

#thread

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 8 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 9

#thread

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 9 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 10

#thread

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 10 #end

#end

#end

#end
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Modelling Interrupts and
Exceptions

Interrupt and exception management is the responsibility of the compo-

nent and can be treated like any other construct. That is, the state of

the thread (with respect to the object lock) upon receiving an excep-

tion, is dependent on the placement of the try-catch block relative to the

synchronised block as described below.

Interrupt firing transition T4 Consider the put method from the

producer-consumer example (Figure 1.2). Since the InterruptedExcep-

tion is scoped to the method, an interrupt occuring anytime a thread

is executing the put method will cause the thread to leave the method,

thus releasing the lock.

Interrupt firing transition T5 Consider a modification to the put

method where a try-catch block encompasses only a part of the method.

A waiting thread that is interrupted is then required to re-enter the

critical section for exception handling by the catch block. In this case,

the dashed line entering transition T5 represents a thread sending an

interrupt to the component, rather than a notification.
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Interrupt firing transition T6 (not shown on diagram) An addi-

tional arc from D to A (transition T6) can occur when a waiting thread is

interrupted and the InterruptedException is scoped to the method. In

this case, the thread does not re-enter the synchronised block. It simply

exists the entire method.
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Readers-Writers Priority Test
Script

#conditions

// Iterations of the loop

// startRead

C1 0 iterations of the loop

C2 1 iteration of the loop

C3 multiple iterations of the loop

// startWrite

C4 0 iterations of the loop

C5 1 iteration of the loop

C6 multiple iterations of the loop

// Processes waiting on the queue

// endRead

C7 no processes waiting

C8 one writer waiting

C9 one reader and one writer waiting

C10 multiple writers waiting

C11 multiple readers and writers waiting

C12 ’if’ statement entered

C13 ’if’ statement not entered

// endWrite

C14 no processes waiting

C15 one writer waiting

C16 one reader waiting

C17 one reader and one writer waiting

C18 multiple readers waiting

C19 multiple writers waiting

C20 multiple readers and writers waiting

// Other interesting conditions

C21 multiple readers accessing

C22 writer priority

#end
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#cut m ReadWritePriority

// SEQUENCE 1 ****************************************************

#begin

#test C4 C14

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 2 ****************************************************

#begin

#test C5 C15

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end
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#end

// SEQUENCE 3 ****************************************************

#begin

#test C6 C19

#shared <s>

ConanVector w = new ConanVector();

public void setup() {

w.add(4);

w.add(5);

}

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.w # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w3>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.w # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#thread <w3>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#end

#end
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// SEQUENCE 4 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C1 C7 C12

#tick

#thread <r>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 5 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C13 C21

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r2>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 2 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r2>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end // ’if’ not entered

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 6 ****************************************************

#begin
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#test C8

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 7 ****************************************************

#begin

#test C10

#shared <s>

ConanVector wakeTimes = new ConanVector();

public void setup() {

wakeTimes.add(4);

wakeTimes.add(5);

}

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimes # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end
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#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimes # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 8 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C2 C16

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 3 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end
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#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 9 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C3 C18

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r2>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#thread <r2>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 10 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C17 C22

#tick

#thread <w1>
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#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w2>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 6 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 11 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C20 C22

#shared <s>

ConanVector wakeTimesW = new ConanVector(); // writers wake times

public void setup() {

wakeTimesW.add(6);

wakeTimesW.add(7);

}

#end

#tick // 1

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end
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#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 2

#thread

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 8 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 3

#thread

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 8 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 4

#thread

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimesW # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick // 5

#thread

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimesW # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick // 6

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 6 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 7

#thread

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 7 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 8

#thread

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 8 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 9

#thread

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 9 #end
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#end

#thread

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 9 #end

#end

#end

#end

// SEQUENCE 12 ****************************************************

#begin

#test C9 C22

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r2>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 4 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <w1>

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 5 #end

#end

#end

#tick

#thread <r2>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 6 #end

#end

#end

#end
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// SEQUENCE 13 ***************************************************

#begin

#test C11 C22

#shared <s>

ConanVector wakeTimesW = new ConanVector(); // writers wake times

public void setup() {

wakeTimesW.add(6);

wakeTimesW.add(7);

}

#end

#tick // 1

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 1 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 2

#thread

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimesW # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick // 3

#thread

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 8 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 4

#thread

#excMonitor m.startWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # s.wakeTimesW # CollectionRemove #end

#end

#end

#tick // 5

#thread

#excMonitor m.startRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 8 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 6

#thread <r1>

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 6 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 7

#thread

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end
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#valueCheck time() # 7 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 8

#thread

#excMonitor m.endWrite(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 8 #end

#end

#end

#tick // 9

#thread

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 9 #end

#end

#thread

#excMonitor m.endRead(); #end

#valueCheck time() # 9 #end

#end

#end

#end


